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Abstract

In this thesis the minimization of tool setup time as well as tardiness for a given set of operations is
studied for identical parallel machines. These operations have to be produced in a high-mix, low-volume
production environment. Tool switches are implied to obtain the required production flexibility in the
machines. Four methods are used to solve the minimization problem. Two of them are related to the
current way of scheduling. The third methods entails a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP)
formulation while the last method proposes a Matheuristic (MH) combining a Genetic Algorithm (GA)
for the job sequencing and machine allocation with an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation for
the tool replacement sub-problem. This thesis contributes to the field of research by discussing recurrent
operations, release times and non-uniform tool set sizes. Performance evaluation of the MH under these
characteristics indicates a decrease of the objective value compared to the other methods. This decrease
has also been observed for changing production environments as well as varying shifting deadlines for a
fixed set of operations.

Keywords: Matheuristic, Genetic Algorithm, Identical Parallel Machines Scheduling with Tooling Con-
straints, Tool Switching Problem
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1. Introduction

In this thesis the scheduling method of the milling department at Klein Mechanische Werkplaats
Eindhoven (KMWE) will be analyzed. KMWE is a company whose core business is the production
of CNC manufactured products. These products have a high complexity and are produced in low
volumes. Hence, the company is situated in a high-mix, low-volume production environment. One of the
characteristics of this environment is a broad variation of job specific processing options. For example,
specific tooling, cooling fluid or a multiple axis milling machine. As a result, abundant flexibility in
production possibilities at KMWE is required to cope with this variation. At the company, multiple
production department exists. Among them is the milling department consisting of numerous work-
centers.

A job consists of one- or multiple processing steps. Some of these steps comprise a milling operation
which is performed on a predetermined work-center mentioned in the routing of a job. A job may visit
different work-centers for different operations during its production sequence. Each work-center can be
considered as an independent production area since the routing of each operation to a work-center is
predetermined. Recirculation is present if a job has two or more operations that need to be produced
on the same work-center.

The work-centers under consideration in this thesis are those of the milling department. Each of these
work-centers contain one, or multiple parallel sequenced milling machines with the same characteristics.
These machines should be capable of processing a wide range of operations due to the high-mix, low-
volume production environment. Flexibility is obtained by allowing the removal and placement of tool
sets present in the tool magazine of each machine. By holding the required tool set, the machine is
adjusted to meet the production requirements for one, or multiple, operations. Interchanging tool sets to
obtain more production flexibility is commonly done in companies situated in the high-mix, low-volume
production environment.

A tool set is a collection of milling tools required for a milling operation. The number of milling
tools in each tool set is dependent on the number of tools needed for the milling operation. As a result,
the tool sets have a non-uniform size. All individual milling tools in a tool set are uniform sized. So,
each milling tool from any tool set occupies exactly one slot in the tool magazine of a machine. The
procedure of removing and adding tool sets to obtain the required production flexibility makes that
the milling machines can partly be associated with Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS). Within the
context of the problem, the description of a FMS, as formulated by Stecke (1983), can be stated as
automated milling machines where material loading and tool switching are automated. At KMWE, the
material loading is performed manually or automatically (depending on the work-center) while tool set
replacements need a manual check. Hence, the partly association with the FMS.

Verification of correct placement has to be performed after placing a tool set in the tool magazine.
This verification is denoted as a tool setup. For this setup, the actual product is needed; hence, it cannot
be performed when the machine is idle. The tool set does not have to be verified again once it is placed
and can be used for other operations while stored in the tool magazine of the machine. However, this
verification has to be re-executed when the tool set is removed (for example, to create capacity in the
tool magazine to store another tool set) and placed again at a later point in time. So, an additional setup
is implied when a tool set required for any of the succeeding operations is removed. Hence, the decision
which tool set to remove when there is inadequate capacity to place a required tool set is important to
reduce the total tool setup time. To conclude, the placement of tool sets and resulting tool setup time
should be included in the production schedule as a sequence dependent setup time. However, this setup
time is not yet included in the schedule produced by the scheduling department due to a lack of tool set
tractability. Hence, each tool setup can be considered as an unanticipated elongation of the processing
time of the operation on the machine. On the other hand, the tool setup time is taken into consideration
when constructing the schedule for each specific work-center. This schedule is based on the experience
of the worker.

Including the tool setup time in a scheduling method allows for the reduction of total tool setup time.
By doing so, the capacity of the machine can be increased. However, an optimal reduction of tool setups
might result in unwanted effects such as a lot of tardiness. Hence, tardiness should also be included, and
minimized, in the scheduling method to create a trade-off between the minimization of tool setup time
and tardiness.
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The goal of this thesis is to answer the following research question:

How can the tool setup time and tardiness be minimized in the milling department of
KMWE by a new scheduling method?

The aim of the new scheduling method is the minimization of tool setup time and tardiness. This
method entails a Matheuristic (MH) consisting of a Genetic Algorithm (GA) and a Integer Linear Pro-
gramming (ILP) formulation. A MH is the hybridization of an exact formulation and a meta-heuristic
(Boschetti et al., 2009). Furthermore, a method has been devised to grasp the current way of scheduling
on work-center level. Based on this method, an improved version has been developed by implementing
the ILP formulation of the MH in the current way of scheduling. In addition, a Mixed Integer Linear
Programming (MILP) formulation is presented. The new MH method is bench-marked with the methods
representing the current way of scheduling and the MILP formulation using two industry based cases to
determine the room of improvement. Based on these two cases, an average objective value decrease of
±10% has been determined when comparing the average objective value of the MH with the second best
method.

In literature, the minimization of tool setups for multiple machines is identified as the Identical
Parallel Machines with Tooling Constraints (IPMTC) as stated by Beezão et al. (2017). This thesis
contributes to some less researched areas in the IPMTC field by including: (i) release moments of
operations, (ii) recirculation of jobs resulting in the precedence constraints among some of the operations
and (iii) considering non-uniform tool sets. All of these characteristics are included to reflect the industrial
background of the problem. Furthermore, managerial insight regarding the performance of the obtained
methods will be obtained by comparing them under varying production- and operational circumstances.
These insights will be gathered by posing the following sub-research questions:

1. What is the room of improvement regarding the minimization of the tool setup time and tardiness
under different production settings?

2. What is the effect of varying the tool magazine capacity on the tardiness and tool setup time?
3. How are the tardiness and tool setup time affected by varying the job deadlines?
4. What is the effect of including/excluding one objective criterion in the objective function ?

Four different scenario’s have been formulated to answer these sub-research questions. First, a shift in
the production environment is performed towards a more high-mix, low-volume production environment
as well as a low-mix, high-volume production environment. By doing so, the unique number of tool sets
required for a fixed set of operations is varied. For the high-mix, low-volume production environment
this unique number of tools should be increased. The outcome of this analysis shows a promising room
of improvement when using the MH in the production environment under consideration in this thesis.

Second, the ability of the methods to cope with increasing tool magazine capacity is evaluated. An
increase of this magazine comes with some potential benefits which should reduce the total tool setup
time.

Third, the operational due dates of operations are shifted to vary the slack in the production schedule
of the work-center. The shift of a due date is not uncommon in industry and is therefore interesting to
investigate. In this scenario, the adaptability of the introduced MH to deal with these kinds of shifts
shows interesting results when the slack is reduced to a minimum for some operations. In this case, the
MH outperforms the second best model with an average performance gap of 41.53 % and 59.47 % for a
two- and six machine (industrial) case respectively.

Last, the prioritization of one of the minimization objectives will be investigated. The weight as-
sociated with each objective value (tool setup time and tardiness respectively) will be varied such that
one objective value is included / excluded from the objective function. By doing so, the performance of
the methods is compared under different objectives. For one of the single objective functions, the MH
increases the existing performance gap with the second best model by obtaining a better objective value.

The remainder of this thesis is presented according to the following sequence. The literature review is
discussed in Section 2. Next, a detailed problem description with mathematical formulation is presented
in Section 3. The current way of scheduling has been captured in a heuristic and presented in Section 4.
Subsequently, the construction of the MH will be discussed in Section 5. A procedure to improve the
method which reflects the current way of scheduling will be discussed in Section 6. Next, the tuning of
the MH will be performed in Section 7. Section 8 presents the bench-marking of the obtained methods
together with a sensitivity analysis. Finally, the conclusion and recommendations are stated in Section 9.
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2. Literature review

This section discusses literature relevant to the problem presented in Section 1. First, the FMS will
be discussed. Next, the exact- and heuristic approaches in the research conducted on the job sequencing
and tool allocation problem will be presented for a single machine. This problem can be extended by
considering multiple machines. The exact- as well as heuristic approaches in this field of multiple ma-
chines will be presented next. Finally, the contribution to this field of research will be defined.

First, the relation between the FMS and tool loading problem will be discussed. In their review paper,
Yadav and Jayswal (2018) identify various areas of research in the field of FMS. The most relevant one
to the problem is the loading problem, which can be defined as the assignment of tools and operations
to a FMS as stated in the paper of Stecke (1983). In the same paper, Stecke (1983) presents various
mixed integer programs to solve the loading problem as well as the machine grouping problem.

Within the context of the problem discussed Section 1, the tool loading problem of the FMS is the
most relevant. The discussed tool set switches are undesirable since they may effect the utilization of the
machines. In addition, the decision which tool set to remove has been denoted as quite important as it
might reduce future tool setups. Crama et al. (1996) formulated the tool loading problem to deal with
this decision. This concludes the review of FMS. In the remainder of this section, the research performed
on the tool loading problem for single- and parallel machines will be discussed.

First, the tool loading problem for a single machine is presented by discussing the exact- and heuristic
approaches. Crama et al. (1996) have formulated five distinctive objectives regarding the tool loading
problem for a single machine. Among them is the reduction of tool switching instances which complies
with the problem definition. This objective has been captured in the tool loading problem introduced
by Tang and Denardo (1988) as the uniform job sequencing and tool allocation problem (SSP). The aim
of the SSP is the reduction of the number of tool switching instances and can, according to Tang and
Denardo (1988) and Ahmadi et al. (2018), be decomposed in two sub-problems: (i) the Job Sequencing
Problem (JSeP) and (ii) the Tool Replacement Problem (TRP). Over the years, a vast amount of research
has found place to solve the SSP. Calmels (2019) provides an excellent literature review covering this
research performed on the SSP and extensions of it.

Crama et al. (1994) have proven that the SSP is NP-hard for C ≥ 2 where C is the magazine capacity
of a machine. As a result, a minority of the research to solve the SSP is dedicated to exact approaches.
Bard (1988) proposes a Lagrangian relaxation combined with a branch and bound procedure to solve a
non linear integer program. Using this approach, Bard (1988) obtains a feasible solution for the JSeP
after which the Keep Tool Needed Soonest (KTNS) rule is applied to determine an appropriate solution
for the TRP. The KTNS is introduced by Tang and Denardo (1988) and states that only required tools
should be added to a magazine upon the moment that they are actually needed. If the addition of this
tool implies that another tool should be removed then, according to the KTNS, the soonest required tools
are preserved. In the same paper, Tang and Denardo (1988) present an Integer Linear Programming
(ILP) formulation to solve the SSP. There formulation has been improved by Laporte et al. (2004) which
also presented a new formulation. With these formulations, they were able to solve problem instances
optimally up to a problem size of 25 jobs. More recently, Karakayalı and Azizoğlu (2006) presented
a branch and bound formulation to solve the SSP with the objective to minimize the total flow time.
They indicate that there is a precedence between jobs in terms of an optimal schedule if a job requires
a subset of tools needed for another job and the processing time of the first job is less than or equal to
the processing time of the succeeding job. In this case, the latter mentioned job should be followed up
by the job needing the subset of tools and having a lower, or equal, processing time. This creates the
precedence constraint. Ghiani et al. (2010) have transformed the SSP to a traveling salesman problem
(TSP) allowing to solve up to 45 jobs and 30 tools using a branch and cut approach. Furthermore, an
ILP formulation has been presented by Catanzaro et al. (2015) which yielded tighter bounds for some
existing SSP data sets in literature compared to other ILP formulations. More recently, a branch and
bound approach has been suggested by Furrer and Mütze (2017) to solve the tool switching problem.
However, they assumed a predetermined job sequence. Hence, they only solve the TRP while assuming a
given solution for the JSeP. An additional Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulation based
on the work of Tang and Denardo (1988) has been provided in the field of warehousing optimization
by Schwerdfeger and Boysen (2017). In their paper, a multi-objective function which minimizes the
maximum Stock Keeping Units (SKU) switches and switching instances between two picking jobs is
presented. In addition, Schwerdfeger and Boysen (2017) show that their problem has close resemblance
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to the tool switching problem. Their multi-objective function only considers the number of switches and
switch instances; so, any job related characteristic like, for example, tardiness is neglected.

This concludes the exact approaches. Next, the application of heuristic approaches to solve the SSP
will be discussed together with the discussion of some extensions of the SSP. A greedy perturbation
procedure combined with the KTNS rule has been applied by Tang and Denardo (1988). The greedy
heuristic has also been applied by others to solve the SSP. For example, by Crama et al. (1994). In the
same research, Crama et al. (1994) proposed the minimization of so called ’1 blocks’ in a tool matrix in
order to reduce the number of tool switches. Chaves et al. (2016) proposed a biased random key genetic
algorithm combined with a clustering search to solve the SSP. They compare their model using existing
data sets and conclude that their model found the optimal- or the best known solution for the resulting
problems. The minimization of ’1 blocks’, as discussed by Crama et al. (1994), has been integrated in the
work of Paiva and Carvalho (2017) in an iterated local search approach with perturbation by swapping the
solutions. Also, they present a constructive heuristic. Paiva and Carvalho (2017) determined solutions
with both heuristics for problems presented in literature after which they conclude that their local search
heuristic was more robust than the model present by Chaves et al. (2016).

The majority of the papers discussed so far assumed constant setup time. Only Furrer and Mütze
(2017) assume a tool dependent setup time. Privault and Finke (1995) considered a non-uniform tool
setup time and present four heuristics to solve their problem to obtain a maximum flow, minimum cost
where the cost equals the tool switching times. As a result, they report that their ’partitioning method’
outperforms the other heuristics in terms of solution quality (Privault and Finke, 1995). In addition,
the tool size is commonly assumed to be uniform. A minority of the research has been performed on
non-uniform tool sets. Tzur and Altman (2004) developed the Aladdin procedure to solve the SSP with
non-uniform sized tools. In order to do so, the Keep Smaller Tools Needed Soonest (KSTNS) is discussed
which deviates from the KTNS by considering the size of the tools as well. In their paper, Raduly-Baka
et al. (2005) compared the performance of this Aladdin procedure with another heuristic to solve the tool
replacement problem with non-uniform tool sizes. This concludes the review of the exact- and heuristic
approaches of the SSP.

The job sequencing and tool allocation problem can be extended by considering multiple machines.
This can be considered an extension of the SSP by introducing the machine assignment problem. Beezão
et al. (2017) defines this sub-problem as the Parallel Machine Scheduling Problem (PM), which, combined
with the JSeP and TRP of the SSP form the Identical Parallel Machines with Tooling Constraints
(IPMTC). First, the exact approaches found in the literature regarding the IPMTC will be discussed.
Next, the heuristic approaches will be presented.

The IPMTC can be considered as an extension of the SSP. Hence, the IPMTC is assumed to be NP-
hard as well for C ≥ 2 (Crama et al., 1994). Bard (1988) already proposed an adapted objective function
to alter his model to a multiple machine situation. More recently, Özpeynirci et al. (2016) presented two
Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) formulations to solve the IPMTC with the objective to minimize
the total makespan. In their paper, an operation may require multiple tools which are limited due to a
limited number of copies. Sarmadi and Gholami (2011) used the ILP model of Laporte et al. (2004) to
formulate a non linear MILP to solve the IPMTC. With this model, they report to solve instances up
to 15 jobs, 10 tools and 3 machines. The same formulation of Laporte et al. (2004) together with the
ILP formulation of Tang and Denardo (1988) have been adapted by Beezão et al. (2017) to be applied
to IPMTC problems. Both models were able to optimally solve a set of 8 jobs. But, the formulation
started to struggle for instances of 15 jobs (Beezão et al., 2017). The formulations presented by Beezão
et al. (2017) are, to the best of the author’s knowledge, the most recent ILP formulations available for
the parallel machines scheduling with tooling constraints. In this thesis, a contribution is made to this
formulation by introducing recurrent operations, varying tool set sizes, release times of operations and a
multi-objective function. This finalizes the review of exact approaches regarding the IPMTC.

Next, the heuristic approaches regarding the IPMTC will be discussed. Tabu search has been applied
to solve the IPMTC. See, for example, Özpeynirci et al. (2016). In 2018, a constraint program (CP)
was devised by Gökgür et al. (2018) which used the work of Özpeynirci et al. (2016) as reference.
The authors (Gökgür et al., 2018) concluded that their CP is more efficient than the Tabu Search of
Özpeynirci et al. (2016). Fattahi et al. (2007) introduced three heuristics to solve the IPMTC: (i) a local
improvement procedure, (ii) a list-processing routing were jobs are sequenced according to randomly
generated processing lists, and (iii) an adaption of the k-traveling salesman problem (k-TSP). Their
local improvement and k-TSP procedure outperform the list-processing one. The local improvement
heuristic considered two unique procedures (CLIP1 and CLIP2). Both procedures have been used as
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reference for an Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search (ALNS) performed by Beezão et al. (2017) where
the ALNS outperforms both CLIP1 and CLIP2.

Khan et al. (2000) present a heuristic to solve the IPMTC where job families have to be produced
consisting of multiple operations with the objective to reduce the number of tool switches. The operations
belonging to the same job should be produced sequentially but with different tools. Khan et al. (2000)
present a case of five job families to illustrate their heuristic.

So far, multiple types of heuristics have been discussed. In addition to this, the Genetic Algorithm
(GA) can be applied to solve the IPMTC. In his book, Holland (1975) introduced the GA as an evo-
lutionary algorithm. The GA has been applied to solve job allocation problems, such as the (Flexible)
Job Shop Problem (FJSP / JSP). See, for example (Gen et al., 1994; Gao et al., 2008; Pezzella et al.,
2008; Moon et al., 2008; Ahmadi et al., 2016; Nouri et al., 2018). The (F)JSP is related to the SSP
and the IPMTC. Hence, their work is relevant to the problem discussed in this thesis. In their paper,
Keung et al. (2001b) apply a GA to minimize the number of tool switches and tool switch instances for
a single machine. In the same year, Keung et al. (2001a) published a paper in which they apply a GA
to solve the IPMTC with the same minimization objectives as their former paper. So, any job related
characteristics like (such as tardiness) are neglected in both papers. Marvizadeh and Choobineh (2013)
consider a GA together with two other heuristics to solve an IPMTC problem with non-uniform tools.
They state that the GA performs the best for industrial based instances (Marvizadeh and Choobineh,
2013). This finalizes the review of the research conducted to deal with the IPMTC.

The remainder of this section will discuss the applicability of the GA regarding the problem and
defines the contributions that will be made to the field of research. The integration of a local search step
in the GA may enhance the solution quality. The incorporation of a local search step in a GA may be
labeled as a Hybrid GA. Nouri et al. (2018) applied neighborhood search and a Tabu Search in their GA
to solve the FJSP. In addition, Ahmadi et al. (2018) implemented the ’1 blocks’ minimization proposed
by Crama et al. (1994) as local search step in their GA to solve the JSeP of the SSP. For the latter, the
application of the KTNS has been applied to solve the TRP.

The GA, or any kind of meta-heuristic, is labelled as a Matheuristic (MH) if a mathematical pro-
gramming (MP) step is incorporated into it (Boschetti et al., 2009). Yagiura and Ibaraki (1996) applied
a MH which entails a GA as meta-heuristic for three problem types. Among them is the single machine
scheduling problem (SMP) which shows similarities to the JSeP. For the SMP, the MP step was used as
local search step after the crossover and mutation steps (Yagiura and Ibaraki, 1996).

The application of a GA seems interesting to be used to solve the problem discussed in Section 1.
The main reasons are the fact that the GA is able to balance exploitation and exploration by changing
the parameter settings. In addition, the framework of the GA seems very applicable to include a local
search step as performed by, for example, Ahmadi et al. (2018) and Nouri et al. (2018). Last, for the
construction of the MH, any integer formulation should be combined with a meta-heuristic. In their
paper, Boschetti et al. (2009) indicate that the application of a hybridization of a MP step with a GA
may be tempting to use compared to other meta-heuristics. Hence, the decision is made to use a GA as
meta-heuristic in the construction of the MH.

In the studied literature, a job may have one or multiple operations. Precedence is introduced to
indicate the optimal sequencing of operations (Karakayalı and Azizoğlu, 2006), or if operations are
clustered to one job family (Khan et al., 2000). However, recirculation is not often present in the field of
tool switching problems. Furthermore, it is commonly assumed that the jobs that have to be scheduled
are available at the beginning of the schedule. In this thesis, both operation recirculation and release
moments are included in order to comply with the industrial background of the discussed problem. The
integration of both form a contribution to the field of research of the IPMTC as there is little research
performed on them. In addition, a MH is presented which is not commonly used to solve a IPMTC
problem. Last, a multiple-criteria objective function is presented which is less commonly used compared
to the single objective function.
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3. Problem description and mathematical formulation

This section discusses the problem introduced in Section 1 in more detail. Let I = {1, 2, . . . , |I|}
denote a set of jobs that have to be produced on a set of parallel machines M = {1, 2, . . . , |M |}. The
machines M require the tool sets T = {1, 2, . . . , |T |} to produce these jobs. Recirculation occurs when
job i ∈ I visits the machine-center multiple times due to multiple operations. The set OIi = {(i, j), j =
1, 2, . . . , ni} denotes the operations of job i that have to be processed on the same work-center. So, any
milling- or other processing step unrelated to the work-center under consideration is not included in OIi .
The notation (i, j) can be interpreted as the jth operation of job i. In addition, let O = ∪i∈IOIi denote
the total set of operations. A precedence constraint is present between the operations of the same job
such that each subsequent operation can only be started once the preceding operation is finished. So
(i, j) → (i, j + 1) for j = 1, 2, . . . , (ni − 1) for all ni > 1. Each operation (i, j) has an expected release
time rij and operational due date dij . Furthermore, each operation is produced without interruption, so
no preemption, and has a sequence-independent setup time which is independent of any tool setup. As a
result, this sequence independent setup time is integrated in the processing time which is denoted as pij .

Each machine m ∈ M is capable of producing one operation at the time. Each operation (i, j) can
only be processed by one machine at the time while machine m can only produce the operation when
tool set tij is present where tij ∈ T . A machine may only hold a tool set if there is sufficient capacity
in the tool magazine. This tool machine capacity is expressed as C and is equal for all machines in a
work-center. Each tool set t has a size φt for which the maximum tool set size is less than the tool
magazine capacity; so, max(φt|t ∈ T ) ≤ C. In addition, the individual milling tools from a tool set may
be placed on any arbitrary position in the magazine. Hence, they do not have to be placed adjacent to
each other. One tool set may be required for the production of more then one operation and there are
sufficient copies of each tool set to fulfill each request. One copy of a tool set is needed to produce one
operation. A tool set switch is implied if there is insufficient capacity in the tool magazine of a machine
to accommodate the placement of a necessary tool set which is not already present. A verification of
correct placement is required before production with the tool set may commence. The time needed to
verify the tool set is denoted as the tool setup time τ . This tool setup time is equal for all tool setups
and all machines. Tool sets that are placed initially in the tool magazine at the beginning of the schedule
do not require a tool setup.

The goal of the problem, as defined in Section 1, is to minimize the total tardiness and tool setup
time for a given set of operations. This goal is achieved by (i) assigning operations to machines, (ii)
sequencing of operations to a machine and (iii) determining the initial tool sets and the most suitable
tool set to replace in the tool magazine when required. Hence, the objective is to create an optimal
feasible schedule which allocates and sequences operations to machines and minimizes tool setup time
by determining the initial tool sets and deciding which tool set to remove if necessary. By doing so, the
total tardiness and tool setup time are minimized. The weights wd and ws are introduced in order to
prioritize the total tardiness and total tool setup time respectively.

Example

An example is presented that will be used to illustrate certain procedures in the remainder of this
thesis. The example consists of 8 jobs, 10 operations, 2 parallel machines and 7 tool sets. Recirculation
is present in two jobs. In addition, each machine accommodates the placement of 80 individual tools
(C = 80) in the tool magazine. Table 1 presents the operation- and tool set characteristics.

Table 1: Example operation set

i j rij pij dij tij φt

1 1 0 6 9 5 52
2 1 4 8 13 4 19
3 1 6 5 14 1 21
4 1 6 7 17 4 19
5 1 10 3 15 2 12
1 2 28 5 33 1 21
6 1 25 6 35 7 55
8 1 33 6 39 6 53
7 1 12 4 16 3 19
3 2 20 5 25 2 12
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Figure 1 shows a feasible schedule for this example. The first section of the figure represents the
operations (i, j) on the machine. The second part denotes the tool sets present in the tool magazine of
each machine. Tool setup time is indicated by a diagonally crossed box. The initial tool sets inserted in
the machine are based on the sequence such that they facilitate the production of the first operation(s).
For machine 1 the operation sequence is (1, 1) → (3, 1) → (1, 2) → (8, 1). Correspondingly, the tool
sets necessary are 5 → 1 → 1 → 6. Hence, tool sets 5 and 1 with a total size of 73 are placed initially
in the machine. Note that placing any other additional required tool set is in-feasible due to a lack of
capacity. With the initial tool sets, machine 1 is capable of producing the first three operations without
tool setup. However, it requires tool set 6 once operation (8, 1) needs to be produced. Removing a tool
set is obligatory to facilitate the placement of this tool set. By removing tool set 5 the required capacity
is obtained. The resulting tool setup is shown in Figure 1 resulting in tool sets 1 and 6 present on the
machine and the tool magazine of this machine.

Figure 1: Gannt Chart illustrating the allocation and sequencing of operations and tool sets

�

3.1. Mathematical formulation

The described problem can be translated into a mathematical formulation. In this section, a Mixed
Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulation is presented. This model is inspired by the work of
Beezão et al. (2017) but distinguishes from it by: (i) tool set size, (ii) release time of operations, (iii)
precedence constraints and (iv) multiple objectives. The formulation is presented as follows:

Decision variables

sij : starting time of operation (i, j)
eij : ending time of operation (i, j)

xiji′j′m =

{
1 if operation (i, j) is followed by operation (i′, j′) on machine m

0 otherwise

βijm =

{
1 if operation (i, j) is allocated on machine m

0 otherwise

αijm =

{
1 if operation (i, j) is the first operation on machine m

0 otherwise

ωijm =

{
1 if operation (i, j) is the last operation on machine m

0 otherwise

yijt =

{
1 if tool-set tij is present at the start of processing operation (i, j)

0 otherwise

zijt =

{
1 if tool-set tij is inserted at the start of operation (i, j)

0 otherwise
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MILP formulation

Objective function: min
(
wd ·

∑
(i,j)∈O

(∆dij ) + ws ·
∑

(i,j)∈O

∑
t∈T

(τ · zijt)
)

(1)

Subject to: ∆dij ≥ eij − dij ∀(i, j) ∈ O (2)

∆dij ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ O (3)

The objective function (1) minimizes the total weighted tardiness and tool setup time. The total
weighted tardiness is determined by multiplying the sum of tardiness induced by each individual operation
(i, j) denoted as ∆dij with its respective weight (wd). The tardiness for each operation is defined by
constraints (2) and (3). The weighted tool setup time is determined by multiplying the tool setup with
its respective weight (ws) as well.∑

m∈M

∑
(i′,j′)∈O

xiji′j′m ≤ 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ O, (i, j) 6= (i′, j′) (4)

∑
m∈M

∑
(i,j)∈O

xiji′j′m ≤ 1 ∀(i′, j′) ∈ O, (i′, j′) 6= (i, j) (5)

∑
m∈M

βijm = 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ O (6)

2 · xiji′j′m ≤ βijm + βi′j′m ∀(i, j) ∈ O,∀(i′, j′) ∈ O \ {(i, j)},∀m ∈M (7)∑
(i,j)∈O

∑
(i′,j′)∈O

xiji′j′m + 1 =
∑

(i,j)∈O

βijm ∀m ∈M, (i′, j′) 6= (i, j) (8)

Constraints (4) and (5) restrict that there is at most one predecessor and one successor for each operation
(i, j). Each operation is assigned to only one machine as imposed by constraint (6). Furthermore,
constraint (7) and (8) create a link between xi′j′ijm and βijm by stating that two consecutive operations
must be performed on the same machine.∑

(i′′,j′′)∈O

xi′j′i′′j′′m −
∑

(i,j)∈O

xiji′j′m ≤ αi′j′m ∀(i′, j′) ∈ O,∀m ∈M (9)

∑
(i,j)∈O

xiji′j′m −
∑

(i′′,j′′)∈O

xi′j′i′′j′′m ≤ ωi′j′m ∀(i′, j′) ∈ O,∀m ∈M (10)

∑
(i,j)∈O

αijm ≤ 1 ∀m ∈M (11)

∑
m∈M

αijm ≤ 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ O (12)∑
(i,j)∈O

ωijm ≤ 1 ∀m ∈M (13)

∑
m∈M

ωijm ≤ 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ O (14)

αijm ≤ βijm ∀(i, j) ∈ O,∀m ∈M (15)

ωijm ≤ βijm ∀(i, j) ∈ O,∀m ∈M (16)

For each machine, the operation sequence can only contain one starting- and ending operation as imposed
by constraints (9) and (10). Furthermore, each machine has only one starting operation as stated in
constraint (11) while the starting operation of the sequence may only be one operation as stated in
constraint (12). Similarly, constraints (13) and (14) define a similar limitation for the ending operation
on each machine. Constraints (15) and (16) are linking constraints to assign the first- and last operation
for each machine.
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sij ≥ rij ∀(i, j) ∈ O (17)

si′j′ + L · (1− xiji′j′m) ≥ eij ∀(i′, j′) ∈ O,∀(i, j) ∈ O \ {(i′, j′)},∀m ∈M (18)

eij ≥ sij + pij + τ ·
∑
t∈T

zijt ∀(i, j) ∈ O (19)

eij ≥ pij + τ ·
∑
t∈T

zijt ∀(i, j) ∈ O (20)

eij ≤ sij+1 ∀i ∈ I, j = 1, . . . , ni − 1, ni > 1 (21)

The start of an operation is constrained by the expected release time of the operation itself and the
completion time of the preceding operation as imposed by constraints (17) and (18) respectively. The
L in constraint (18) is a large number set to L ← 100000. The end of the operation is defined by
constraints (19) and (20) while the precedence relationship between operations of the same job is imposed
by constraint (21).

∑
t∈T

yijt · φt ≤ C ∀(i, j) ∈ O (22)

xiji′j′m + yi′j′t − yijt ≤ zi′j′t + 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ O,∀(i′, j′) ∈ O \ {(i, j)},∀m ∈M,∀t ∈ T (23)

yijt = 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ O,∀t = tij (24)

zijt = 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ O,∀t ∈ T \ {tij} (25)

xiji′j′m ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j), (i′, j′) ∈ O,∀m ∈M (26)

αijm, βijm, ωijm ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) ∈ O,∀m ∈M (27)

yijt, zijt ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j), (i′, j′) ∈ O,∀t ∈ T (28)

sij , eij ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ O (29)

The total size of the tool set(s) in the tool magazine of the machine may not exceed the capacity as
stated in constraint (22). The need for a specific tool set is defined by (23) which forces zijt equal to
1 if the tool set needed for the current operation was not present during the preceding operation. In
addition, the tool set needed for an operation (tij) should be present in the magazine throughout the
whole production operation as imposed by constraint (24). Constraint (25) states that no tool set is
counted if any tool set not required for the current operation is inserted at the beginning of the operation.
Finally, the last set of constraints (26 - 29) restricts all variables to values within their valid domains.

4. Practitioner heuristic (PH)

At this moment, allocation- and scheduling of operations on work-center level is performed by a
practitioner responsible for the machines. The allocation of operations is based on a two-weekly forecast
of operations provided by the scheduling department and mainly relies on the knowledge and experience
of the practitioner. Section 1 indicated that the scheduling department does not take tool sets nor tool
setup time under consideration due to a lack of tool set tractability. However, the practitioner is aware
of the tool sets present in the machines of the work-center and could therefore incorporate these setups
in the schedule.

A heuristic has been devised which aims to capture the experience of the practitioner in order to
obtain a method that can be used for performance comparison. This heuristic will be labelled as the
practitioner heuristic (PH). The PH can be divided in two subsequent phases: (i) an initialization- and
(ii) sequencing phase. In the first phase the operation set is sorted on earliest due date after which the
tool sets required to produce the operations are allocated to the available machines. Allocation of tool
sets is continued until all tool sets are allocated, or, when the magazines are full. The second phase
allocates the operations to the machines according to the sorted set and by making a trade-off between
the earliest available machine and the machine that holds the required tool set. Algorithm 1 shows the
pseudocode for the PH.

In the remainder of this section both phases will be discussed in more detail. In addition, an example
will be presented to illustrate the PH.
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Algorithm 1 Practitioner Heuristic (PH)

Require: : Operation set (O)
1: Ô ← non decreasing due date sorted set O
2: for (i, j) ∈ Ô do
3: Mt ← (m ∈M |tij ∈ TMm )
4: if Mt = ∅ then
5: Mc ← (m ∈M |(C −

∑
t∈TMm

φt) ≥ φtij )

6: if Mc 6= ∅ then
7: m∗ = argmin(|TMm | |m ∈Mc)
8: TMm∗ ← TMm∗ ∪ tij
9: end if

10: end if
11: end for
12: for (i, j) ∈ Ô do
13: m1 ← argmin(aMm |m ∈M)
14: Mt ← (m ∈M |tij ∈ TMm )
15: if Mt 6= ∅ then
16: m2 ← argmin(aMm |m ∈Mt)
17: if m1 6= m2 ∧ ξM2 − ξM1 ≥ Θm then
18: m∗ ← m1

19: zijt ← 1
20: φ∗ ← φti − (C −

∑
t∈TM

m∗
φt)

21: TMm∗ ← TMm∗ \ {rand(t ∈ TMm∗)|
∑
t∈TM

m∗
≥ φ∗}

22: TMm∗ ← TMm∗ ∪ tij
23: else
24: m∗ ← m2

25: zijt ← 0
26: end if
27: else
28: do lines 18 - 22
29: end if
30: if j = 1 then
31: eij ← max(rij , a

M
m∗) + pij + (τ · zijt)

32: else
33: eij ← max(rij , a

M
m∗ , ei(j−1)) + pij + (τ · zijt)

34: end if
35: aMm∗ ← eij
36: ∆dij ← max(0, (dij − aMm∗))
37: end for
38: Objective value ← wd ·

∑
(i,j)∈Ô ∆dij + ws ·

∑
(i,j)∈Ô

∑
t∈T (τ · zijt)

The first phase is displayed in Algorithm 1 from line 2 till line 11. First, the operations in the
operation set are sorted on non-decreasing due date (Ô ← sorted(O)). Next, the initial tool sets in the
machines are determined by allocating the necessary tool sets according to the sorted set. In this initial
placement, each tool set is allocated to only one machine. This machine is denoted as m∗. First, the set
Mt is constructed which contains the machine that already holds the tool set. The tool set is neglected
if Mt 6= ∅ as the tool set has been allocated already to any of the machines in the work-center due to the
fact that this tool set is also required for any of the preceding operations. On the other hand, a set of
machines with sufficient capacity (Mc) is created when Mt = ∅. If |Mc| > 1, then the tool set is allocated
to the machine with the lowest number of tools. So; m∗ = min(TMm |m ∈Mc) where TMm is the set of tool
sets present on machine m. The machine with the lowest index number is taken if multiple machines
have the same (minimum) number of tool sets in their magazine. If |Mc| = 1, then m∗ = (m ∈ Mc).
On the other hand, the tool set is not allocated at all when |Mc| = ∅. The collection of tool sets on the
machine (TMm∗) is updated when allocation of a tool set has found place.

This procedure is continued until all tool sets are allocated, or, when no machine has sufficient ca-
pacity to store any of the remaining tool set(s). This finalizes the first phase of the PH.
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The second phase of the PH allocates the operations according to the sorted operation set (Ô). For
each operation, the procedure described in lines 12 till 37 of Algorithm 1 is followed. For this procedure,
the available time of a machine is introduced as aMm which defines the moment at which machine m is
finished with the preceding operation and is available for a new operation. For each operation individually,
the machine to which the operation is allocated is chosen from the earliest available machine (m1) and
the machine holding the necessary tool set (m2).

First m1 is determined as shown in line 13 of Algorithm 1. If multiple machines have the same
minimum available time, then the machine with the lowest index is chosen. Second, the presence of the
necessary tool set for operation (i, j) on any machine is checked according to line 14 of Algorithm 1. Here
the set Mt ⊆M acts again as the set of machines which hold the tool set. If Mt 6= ∅, then machine m2 is
chosen from the machine(s) in Mt. The machine with the earliest available time is taken when |Mt| > 1.

Finally, operation (i, j) is allocated to a machine. Again, the assigned machine is denoted as m∗.
If the tool set is not present on any machine (m2 = ∅) then m∗ = m1. Furthermore, the tool set is
allocated to m2 if m1 = m2 as indicated in line 24. On the other hand, a trade-off between tardiness and
additional tool setup time has to be made when m1 6= m2 and m2 6= ∅. Choosing m1 implies additional
tool setup time while selecting m2 may lead to additional tardiness. This trade-off is performed by
determining the earliest starting time of both machines and comparing their difference with a threshold
value Θm. An operation can start if the machine is available, the operation is arrived at the work-center
and, in case of a recurrent operation, the preceding operation is finished. Hence, the earliest starting
time is denoted as ξMm ← max(rij , a

M
m ) for the first operation and ξMm ← max(rij , a

M
m , ei(j−1)) for any

succeeding operation where m denotes the machine under consideration and ei(j−1) the finishing time
of the preceding operation. Machine m1 is chosen if ξM2 − ξM1 ≥ Θm while m2 is chosen otherwise as
shown in line 24 of Algorithm 1. The value of Θm has been discussed with the company and set on 3
days (72 hours).

A tool setup (zijt ← 1) is implied in case m∗ = m1 and m1 6= m2. In addition, the capacity of the
tool magazine should be checked in order to facilitate the placement of the tool set. Tool set(s) present
in TMm∗ may have to be removed in order to obtain the required capacity. This required capacity will be
denoted as φ∗ which equals the size of the tool set minus the remaining free slots in the tool magazine
(φ∗ ← φtij − (C −

∑
t∈TM

m∗
φt)). The order in which tool sets are removed is assumed to be random.

The available time of the machine m∗ is updated with the finishing time determined in line 30 till
line 34 of Algorithm 4. Last, the tardiness is determined according to line 36 of Algorithm 4. After
processing all operations, the objective value is determined according to line 38 of Algorithm 1. This
objective value can be used for bench-marking.

Example (continued)

The previous example will be used to illustrate the PH. First, the operation set of Table 1 are sorted
according to their operational due date.
The resulting sorted set is Ô = {(1, 1), (2, 1), (3, 1), (5, 1), (7, 1), (4, 1), (3, 2), (1, 2), (6, 1), (8, 1)}. Next,
the tool sets should be allocated to a machine. Tool set 5, necessary to produce operation (1, 1), should
be allocated first. For this tool set Mt = ∅ and Mc = {1, 2}, since no tool set has been assigned
yet. Hence, the machine to which the job is allocated (m∗) can be either one of the two machines.
Machine 1 is chosen, since the rule of the lowest indexed machine is applied (m∗ = 1). So, tool set 5
is allocated to machine 1 resulting in TM1 ← {5}. Subsequently, tool set 4 will be allocated. Again
Mt = ∅ and Mc = {1, 2}. However, the tool set is allocated to machine 2 since it has the lowest number
of allocated tool sets. In a similar fashion, all other tool sets are handled resulting in TM1 = {1, 5} and
TM2 = {2, 3, 4}. Note that, due to a lack of capacity in both machines, tool sets 6 and 7 with a size of
53 and 55 respectively could not be allocated. Second, the allocation of operations according to Ô is
performed. So, operation (1, 1) will be allocated first. In this case m1 = 1 since all machines have the
same available times (and therefore the machine with the lowest index is chosen). Furthermore, m2 = 1
since Mt = {1}. Hence, m∗ ← 1 and aM1 ← 6 resulting in no tool setup (z11 ← 0) and no tardiness
(∆11 ← 0). All remaining operations can be allocated using the same approach as presented in line 12
till line 37 of Algorithm 1. The resulting allocation- and sequences are:

M1 ⇒ operations: (1, 1)→ (3, 1)→ (1, 2)→ (8, 1)

M2 ⇒ operations: (2, 1)→ (5, 1)→ (7, 1)→ (4, 1)→ (3, 2)→ (6, 1)

Note that these sequences are consistent with the operation sequences presented in the Gannt Chart
of Figure 1.

�
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5. Matheuristic (MH)

In this section a Matheuristic (MH) is presented which is used to solve the described IPMTC problem.
According to literature, the IPMTC can be separated into the allocation of jobs to a machine (PM) and,
for each individual machine, the sequencing of these jobs (JSeP) as well as the replacement of tools
(TRP) (Ahmadi et al., 2018; Beezão et al., 2017). The MH is based on the hybridization of a GA with
an ILP formulation. The GA provides the general framework of the MH and solves the JSeP and PM
problem while the ILP is applied to solve the TRP. First, the general framework of the MH is presented
to indicate the flow of the model. Thereafter, the structure of the GA is discussed following with the
ILP formulation.

5.1. General framework of the MH
Algorithm 2 introduces the framework of the MH based on the GA framework of Reeves (2010).

The aim of this algorithm is to indicate the flow of the MH. Hence, the detailed steps of each operation
are presented in a separate subsection while the operation is presented as a ’function’ with associated
subsection or subsections. The terminology introduced by Gen et al. (2008) will be used to describe
the GA. By doing so, a solution of the GA is denoted as a chromosome consisting of one, or multiple,
genes. Each gene contains information which is marked as the allele while the index of the gene in the
chromosome is denoted as the locus of the gene. The GA incorporated in the MH finds the solution
of a problem by the creation of numerous generations. Each generation (g) consists of a population
of chromosomes. The chromosomes in this population are labelled as the parent pool (Pg). With this
parent pool, an offspring pool (Og) is obtained by recombination of the parent pool. The population of
the next generation (Pg+1) is obtained from the offspring- and parent pool as will be discussed in this
section. By doing so, the solutions of the succeeding generations should improve until a stopping criteria
is met. The first generation consists of permuted chromosomes obtained from randomizing the operation
set O and the machine set M together with the result of the practitioner heuristic (as will be presented
in Section 5.2). Hence, the first generation (g = 1) should be considered as one offspring pool Og as
indicated in line 2 and 3 of Algorithm 2.

Each chromosome has a fitness value which is derived from the objective function stated in equation
(1). A low fitness value is preferred since the objective is to minimize the tardiness and tool setup time.
For each generation (g), the fitness of all chromosomes will be evaluated. The minimum fitness will be
denoted as f∗g and compared to the best solution found so far (fMH). The value of fMH is updated if a
new best solution is found. The termination of the MH is based on two criteria: (i) after a certain period
of computational time and (ii) after x generations with identical optimal fitness value f∗g . The resulting
fMH value after reaching one of the stopping criteria is considered as the best solution with the given
settings. This score can be used for bench-marking.

5.2. Chromosome representation and initialization
Each chromosome consists of two vectors with the number of genes equal to the size of a given

operation set O. The first vector represents the operations (i, j) present in the set O by denoting their
respective job (i) while the second vector indicates the machines from set M . Hence, the vectors are
labelled as job- and machine vector respectively. The reason for only denoting the job instead of job and
operation in the first vector is due to recirculation. Unfeasible schedules may be obtained if preceding
operations of the same job are incorrectly scheduled. This problem is avoided by only denoting the job
i of each operation (i, j) in the allele as stated in the encoding scheme of Gao et al. (2008). So, the first
occurrence of a job i in the job vector should be interpreted as the first operation (i, 1). The relation
between both vectors is such that the operation present on a certain locus of the job vector should be
produced on the machine present on the same locus of the machine vector.

Figure 2 shows both job- and machine vectors. In addition, a tool set line is included which acts as
information line. Here, the tool set presented on a certain locus is the required tool set needed for the
operation on the same locus of the job vector.

Figure 2: Chromosome representation
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Algorithm 2 Matheuristic (MH)

Require: : enumerated operation set O. Machine set M and tool set T . PH Solution
1: g ← 1 , B ← false , x←∞, β = 5
2: Initialize Og using the operation set O, machine set M and the PH solution . Section 5.2
3: Evaluate all chromosomes i ∈ Og using TRS . Sections 5.5 and 5.6
4: fMH ← min(fi|i ∈ Og)
5: Pg+1 ← Og
6: while MH termination criteria not met do
7: Create Og from Pg using TournamentSelection . Section 5.3.1
8: if B = 1 ∨ x < β then
9: Create O′g from Og using ProblemOrientedCrossover . Section 5.3.3

10: else
11: Create O′g from Og using CombinedCrossover . Section 5.3.2
12: end if
13: Create O′′g from O′g by UniformMutation and SwapMutation . Section 5.3.4
14: Evaluate all chromosomes i ∈ O′′g using TRS . Sections 5.5 and 5.6
15: Obtain Pg+1 from Pg and O′′g by ElitismSelection . Section 5.4
16: Remove duplicate chromosomes and add random chromosomes until |Pg+1| = |Pg|
17: f∗g ← min(fi|i ∈ Pg+1)
18: if f∗ < fMH then
19: fMH ← f∗

20: B ← 1
21: x← 0
22: else
23: B ← 0
24: x← x+ 1
25: end if
26: end while

The GA is initialized by creating a predetermined number of chromosomes as initial population. Let
Np be the size of this initial population. The result of the PH discussed in Section 4 will be used as
starting point of the MH. Hence, one of the individuals of the initial population will be an encoded variant
of the PH. For the remaining Np − 1 individuals, the job vector is obtained from random permuting the
jobs present in the set O while the machine vector is initialized by assigning randomly chosen machines
from the set M for each allele.

5.3. Recombination

For each population, the final offspring pool (O′′g) is obtained by recombination of the parent pool.
The recombination starts with applying tournament selection to determine the parent chromosomes.
Offspring chromosomes are obtained by applying crossover and mutation to these parent chromosomes.
Crossover is applied by a combination of the Adapted PMX (APMX) and two-point crossover together
denoted as the Combined Crossover (CC), or, the application of the local search based Problem Oriented
Crossover (POC). Each vector of the chromosome has its own mutation operator.

The application of the more generic CC results in exploration of the solution space while the appli-
cation of the POC leads to exploitation due to the local search nature. For the latter, the POC tends to
find a solution which optimizes the problem characteristics integrated into it. According to Črepinšek
et al. (2013), the balance between the application of exploration and exploitation is problem specific and
should be determined by parameter tuning. To deal with this, a hybrid approach has been devised in
which the POC should only be applied β times after a new best solution (f∗g < fMH) has been found.
Otherwise, the CC will be applied. Algorithm 2 displays the application of this hybrid approach in line
8 till line 12. The parameter β is dependent on the user input and will be discussed in the parameter
calibration of Section 7.

After crossover, each allele of the chromosome vector has a probability to be subjected to mutation.
For the job vector, swap mutation will be applied while the machine vector is subjected to uniform
mutation. The selection and recombination of parent chromosomes is continued until the size of the
offspring pool equals the size of the parent pool (|Og| = |Pg|). This subsection discusses each of the
described steps in more detail.
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5.3.1. Parent selection method

Selection is based on the fitness value (fi) of each chromosome i in the population in such a way
that chromosomes with the lowest fitness value have a higher probability of being selected. The problem
objective is the minimization of tardiness and tool setup time which is reflected in the fitness value
determined according to equation 1. Hence, a lower fitness value is preferred over a higher one. A
common crossover procedure is the roulette wheel selection. In their book, Gen et al. (2008) discusses
this procedure. However, due to the initial solution from the PH, this selection procedure might not
be optimal. The first generation mainly consists of random chromosomes with varying fitness values.
However, these values will mainly be higher then the fitness value of the initial solution. As a result,
the majority of the roulette wheel will be occupied by the chromosome representing the initial solution
resulting in a high probability that this solution is chosen quite often as parent. This might result in
ending up in a local optima.

Another common approach is the tournament selection as ranked selection method discussed by
Reeves (2010). In the tournament selection, a random set of chromosomes PT with size |PT | = α1 · |Pg|
is taken where α1 indicates the ratio taken from the parent pool having total size |Pg|. Subsequently,
the chromosome with the lowest fitness value in PT is selected as the first parent for the crossover and
mutation steps. So, argmin(fi|i ∈ PT ). Note that the value of α1 is decisive for the propagation of
chromosomes with higher fitness values (Gen et al., 2008). So, by choosing the value of α1 properly,
the probability of choosing the initial solution in the first generation can be reduced resulting in more
diversification in the population. Hence, this selection method is used. For each parent a new tournament
selection procedure is started by taking a new random set PT .

5.3.2. Combined Crossover (CC)

The CC consists of the two-point crossover together with the Adapted PMX (APMX). First, the
two-point crossover will be discussed after which the APMX is presented.

The two-point crossover commences after selecting both parents. First, a random subset of connecting
loci is selected after which the alleles present in both parent vectors are exchanged in order to obtain the
offspring. Figure 3 illustrates the two-point crossover. In this figure, offspring 1 is obtained by taking
parent 1 and placing the randomly selected subset (between the dashed lines) of parent 2 on the selected
loci. Offspring 2 can be created in a similar fashion where the subset of parent 1 is placed on parent 2.
More information regarding the two-point crossover can be found in Reeves (2010).

Figure 3: Example of two point-crossover

The preservation of information is not assured when applying two-point crossover. For example,
offspring 1 in Figure 3 contains two alleles with value 7 while it does not contain any 4. If this offspring
is interpreted as job vector, then this would imply that job 7 has two operations and that job 4 did not
exist anymore. Hence, the preservation of information is lost. As a result, the two-point crossover will
only be applied to the machine vector in the MH.

For the job vector, an adapted variant of the Partially Mapped Crossover (PMX) will be used. The
PMX is introduced by Goldberg and Lingle (1985) and combines the two-point crossover with a mapping
step to ensure the preservation of information. In the studied literature, the PMX as crossover operator
is commonly used (Ahmadi et al., 2018; Moon et al., 2008; Keung et al., 2001b). Variants of the PMX
exists with differences in the application of mapping. In this thesis, the procedure suggested by Reeves
(2010) is applied. In this procedure, the mapping is obtained from the subsets of the two-point crossover
and is applied to the alleles outside of the subsets.

In the PMX, each allele in the vector under consideration should be unique. This assumption may
not be valid for the job vector due to recirculation of jobs. In this thesis, an adaption of the PMX is
proposed to cope with these recurrent operations by introducing a transformation step. The resulting
adapted crossover is labelled as the Adapted Partially Mapped Crossover (APMX).
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The APMX is performed in four steps:

i Transformation of the job vector into a vector with unique alleles.
ii Selection of two randomly chosen loci (a, b where a < b) and exchange the sub strings in between

these loci [la, lb] of the parent vectors to the offspring vectors according to the two-point crossover
procedure. This procedure swaps the sub string [la, lb] from parent 1 to offspring 2 and from parent
2 to offspring 1.

iii Fill the alleles of the remaining loci outside of the random points with alleles from the parent vectors
with the application of mapping.

iv Convert the alleles of both offspring vectors back to the job indexes.

Compared to the regular PMX, steps (i) and (iv) are added as transformation step to cope with
the earlier mentioned assumption of an unique vector. The transformation is applied by creating a
transformation scheme of two rows with a length equal to the parent vectors. The first row contains
the vector of parent 1 while the alleles of the second row equal the locus index. Another part of the
APMX is the application of mapping to prevent the loss of information. Both the mapping as well as
the transformation steps will be explained using an example.

Example of APMX

For this example two parents presented as parent 1 and parent 2 in Figure 4 will be used. First, a
transformation scheme is created as shown on the left hand side of step (i) in Figure 4. Note that the
first row of this scheme equals parent 1 while in the second row the allele matches the locus index. This
second row also represents the transformed parent 1. The combination of both vectors on the left side of
step (i) can be used as transformation scheme for parent 2 by interpreting the relation between the two
vectors using the double headed arrows. This transformation is shown on the right hand side of step (i)
in Figure 4 using the same transformation scheme as for parent 1. The resulting transformed parent 2
is shown on the right hand side of step (i).

Figure 4: Example of the APMX procedure

Next, the two-point crossover procedure is applied using the transformed parents. In this example
the randomly chosen subset is between loci 3 and 6 as indicated with the dashed lines in Figure 4. The
sub strings are exchanged according to steps (ii) and (iii) of Figure 4. The alleles of the remaining loci
are transferred from the transformed parents to transformed offspring with the application of mapping.
The mapping is performed by using both sub strings from the two-point crossover. Table 2 shows both
transposed sub strings. This mapping table can be interpreted as follows: when a allele of a specific
loci present in transformed parent 1 has to be placed on the same loci in transformed offspring 1 then
the presence of this allele should be checked on the right side of Table 2. Mapping should be applied
if this allele is present. This mapping is performed by taking the value on the left hand side on the
same row of Table 2. For the transformed parent 2 and transformed offspring 2 the same logic should
be applied; but, now the presence on the left hand side of the table should be checked and mapped with
the right hand side. Mapping should be reapplied when the mapped allele is also present in the map.
For example, locus 10 of the transformed offspring 1 has a allele value equal to 10. Mapping is applied
since 10 is already present in the transformed offspring 1. As a result, the allele value is changed to 3 as
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shown in the first line of mapping in Table 2. However, mapping should be reapplied as 3 is also present
in the transformed offspring 1. Now, the allele is mapped to 6 as shown in the fourth line of mapping in
Table 2. This allele value is not present in the offspring and can therefore be used to fill locus 10 of the
offspring.

Table 2: Mapping of alleles for the APMX example of Figure 4

sub string
parent 1

sub string
parent 2

3 ⇔ 10
4 ⇔ 1
5 ⇔ 9
6 ⇔ 3

Finally, the fourth step is performed by applying the inverse application of the transformation scheme
of step (i) in Figure 4 to the transformed offspring vectors in order to obtain the final offspring vectors.
This step is shown in step (iv) of Figure 4.

�

5.3.3. Problem Oriented Crossover (POC)

The CC is non-problem oriented. This implies that no problem characteristic is considered while
converting the parent vectors to offspring vectors. Hence, the exploration in the MH is facilitated. On
the other hand, integrating problem characteristics into the crossover allows for a local search in the
chromosome which guide the search of the MH to more promising areas of the solution space.

In this work, a new crossover type is presented to facilitate this local search, this crossover is labelled
as the Problem Oriented Crossover (POC). The POC focuses on three aspects: (i) sequencing operations
to any of the available machines according to non-decreasing due date, (ii) reducing the tool setup time
and (iii) applying processing time balancing. Here aspect (i) tries to minimize the tardiness objective
while the tool setup time objective is reduced according to aspect (ii). The POC is applied to the job-
and machine vector. This section will discuss the construction of both the job- and machine vectors
individually.

Job vectors
The job vectors of the offspring chromosomes are obtained from the application of the APMX with

incorporation of Earliest Due Date (EDD) sorting in step (iii). First, steps (i) and (ii) of the APMX
are applied. As a result, two transformed offspring vectors are obtained with filled alleles between the
two swapping lines. Next, the remaining alleles (outside of the sub-strings) are obtained from each
transformed parent vector individually. Each set of alleles is mapped according to the APMX procedure
after which the set is transformed back to their corresponding operation(s) (i, j) and sorted to non-
increasing due date (dij). The alleles already present in the offspring vector are transformed back to
their corresponding operation as well. Subsequently, the empty alleles of the first offspring are filled
with the EDD-sorted set of parent 1 while the empty alleles of the second offspring are filled with the
EDD-sorted set of parent 2. This last step concludes the job vectors of the offspring chromosomes.

Example continued

The running example will be used to illustrate the POC procedure for both the job- and machine
vector. In this example the job vector of the POC will be illustrated. Parent 1 presented in Figure 4
to illustrate the APMX will be used in this example. First, a two-point crossover finds place according
to step (ii) of the APMX. The same random points as for previous example are used; so, loci 3 and
6. As a result, the transformed offspring 1 receives the sub string displayed in Figure 5. Second, the
remaining alleles are obtained from parent 1 and mapped according to the APMX procedure, and finally
transformed into their respective operations. At this point the crossover start to deviate from the APMX.

Table 3 shows the mapped alleles that remain after the APMX procedure in the leftmost column.
These alleles are equal to loci 1,2,7,8,9 and 10 of the transformed offspring 1 in Figure 4. The transformed
alleles can be transformed back to their respective operation (i, j) with associated operational due date
as indicated in Table 3 as well. Next, the job vector of offspring 1 is constructed. First, the alleles
already present in offspring 1 are transformed back to their jobs using the transformation scheme. This
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step is shown in the first- and second vector of Figure 5. Next, the remaining alleles of offspring 1 are
filled with the operations of Table 3 in a non-increasing operational due date order. So, operation (2, 1)
will be placed on the first empty locus (locus 1) since it has the earliest due date while operation (8, 1)
will be placed on the last empty locus due to its latest due date in the set.

Figure 5: Graphical representation of the Problem Oriented Crossover (POC)

Table 3: Alleles of parent 1 and transformed operations with operational due date

Allele
Associated operation

i j dij

4 3 1 14
2 2 1 13
7 1 2 33
8 8 1 39
5 6 1 35
6 4 1 17

�

Machine vectors
In the POC, the machine vectors do not originate from the parent vectors but are obtained from a

local search which determines, for each operation individually, on which machine it should be produced.
The best suitable machine (m∗) is chosen for each operation in the operation set according to a non-
decreasing locus index of the job vector and in accordance with the rules stated in Algorithm 3. Let vMk
denote the allele of locus k ∈ {1, . . . , O} in the machine vector with a length equal to the operation set
O. Similarly, let vJk denote the allele of the same locus for the job vector. Each allele of the job vector
only contains the job i. Hence, the encoding procedure presented in Section 5.2 is required to determine
the associated operation (i, j) of the denoted job. The processing time of this operation is denoted as
pij . In addition, the tool set required for processing the operation is denoted as tij with tool set size φtij

Similar to Section 4, TMm denotes the tool sets present on machine m. Furthermore, the set Mt can
be defined as the machine which holds tool set tij . In addition, Mc is the set of machines that do not
have the tool set but have sufficient tool magazine capacity to store the set as mentioned in Section 4.
Finally, let pMm denote the sum of processing times of all operations already allocated to machine m ∈M .

The rules of Algorithm 3 are as follows: first, try to allocate the operation to a machine with the
tool set available; so, the machine in set Mt as shown in line 18 of Algorithm 3. If the required tool set
is not present in any machine (Mt = ∅), then try to allocate the tool set to any machine with sufficient
capacity; so, any machine in set Mc. The machine with the lowest total processing time in the set Mc

is chosen if multiple machines have sufficient capacity. If Mc = ∅, then the operation is allocated to the
machine with the lowest total processing time in the set M as shown line 15 of Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 Construction of the machine vectors in the POC

Require: : Offspring job vector, processing times and necessary tool sets.
1: Create offspring job vectors
2: pMm ← 0, ∀ m ∈M
3: TMm ← ∅, ∀ m ∈M
4: for k = 1 to |O| do
5: Find operation (i, j) associated with the job on vJk .
6: pij ← processing time of operation (i, j).
7: tij ← tool set required for operation (i, j).
8: Mt ← (m ∈M |tij ∈ TMm )
9: if Mt = ∅ then

10: Mc ← (m ∈M |(C −
∑
t∈TMm

φt) ≥ φtij )

11: if |Mc| ≥ 1 then . Case 1
12: m∗ ← argmin(pMm |m ∈Mc)
13: TMm∗ ← TMm∗ ∪ tij
14: else if |Mc| = ∅ then . Case 2
15: m∗ ← argmin(pMm |m ∈M)
16: end if
17: else . Case 3
18: m∗ ←Mt

19: end if
20: vMk ← m∗

21: pMm∗ ← pMm∗ + pij
22: end for

Example continued

The machine vector will be created for the offspring presented in Figure 5. Each case of Algorithm
3 will be discussed during the construction of the machine vector in order of occurrence. The operation
information of this example originates from Table 1.

• Case 1: At k = 1, operation (2, 1) is positioned. It is the first operation to be assigned to a
machine since it is positioned on locus 1. The tool magazines of both machines are still empty. As
a result, the required tool set t21 = 4 with size φ4 = 19 is not present on any machines (Mt = ∅).
However, the tool set can be stored on any machine (Mc = {1, 2}). In addition pMm = 0 , ∀ m ∈M
since no operations have been assigned yet. By taking the minimum, the first machine is chosen
by having the lowest index (m∗ ← argmin(pMm |m ∈Mc) = 1) resulting in vM1 ← 1 and pM1 ← 8.
• Case 3: At k = 6, operation (5, 1) is positioned which requires tool set t51 = 2 with size 12. In

addition, TM1 = {4, 5} and TM2 = {1, 2, 3} while the total processing times have become pM1 = 14
and pM2 = 14 due to the placement of other operations. The operation is allocated to machine 2
since it already holds tool set 2; so Mt ← {2}. Hence, vM6 ← 2 and pM2 ← 17

• Case 2: At k = 9, operation (6, 1) is located requiring tool set t61 = 7 with a size of 55. Again,
TM1 = {4, 5} and TM2 = {1, 2, 3} due to the placement of all other operations. However, Mc = ∅
since the remaining capacity is 9 and 28 for machine 1 and 2 respectively. Hence, the minimum
total processing time of all machines is taken (line 15). Since pM1 = 21 and pM2 = 22 this results
in m∗ ← 1 and therefore vM9 ← 1 and pM1 ← 27.

By following Algorithm 3 for the remaining operations the final machine vector for offspring 1 can
be obtained as presented in Figure 6. This concludes the example.

Figure 6: Graphical representation of the Problem Oriented Crossover (POC)

�
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5.3.4. Mutation

The third, and last part, of the recombination is the mutation which introduces randomness in the
offspring pool. Both the job- as well as the machine vectors are subjected to mutation. Two separate
mutation operators are used and will be explained.

The first procedure is the uniform mutation where each locus has the probability Pu to be subjected
to mutation. If so, then the allele of this locus is selected randomly from a discrete uniform distribution
with range [1, |X|] where |X| stands for the potential values in the information set. This procedure is
visualized in Figure 7 where the third locus is subjected to one-point mutation for a case where |X| = 2.

The second procedure is a swap mutation. This mutation is presented by Banzhaf (1990) as the
exchange mutation for a travelling salesman problem (TSP). During this mutation each locus has the
probability Ps to be selected for mutation. If so, then the allele of the selected locus is swapped with a
randomly chosen locus. For example, the vector displayed in Figure 8 where the third allele is subjected
to swap mutation and the eighth allele is randomly selected for the swap.

The uniform mutation is applied to the machine vector while the swap mutation is used for the job
vector. The latter is due to the fact that the swap mutation ensures the preservation of information.
Note that the mutation probabilities Pu and Ps reflect the chance of performing mutation on one allele.
Hence, each allele in the vector has the probability Pu or Ps to be subjected to mutation. The tuning of
both parameters Pu and Ps will be discussed in the tuning section.

Figure 7: Uniform mutation Figure 8: Swap mutation

5.4. Elitism selection method

Previous section discussed the convergence of a parent chromosome pool towards an offspring chro-
mosome pool for one population. After the mutation step, the offspring pool is denoted as O′′g as shown
in Algorithm 2. The last step of finalizing the population is the application of elitism selection. In order
to do so, all chromosome of the parent chromosome pool are ranked on non-decreasing fitness value.
Let this ranked pool be denoted as P̂g ← sorted(Pg). Next, a subset PE with size |PE | = α2 · |P̂g| is

obtained where α2 indicates the ratio taken from the the ranked parent pool with size |P̂g|. This set PE
can be marked as the elites containing the best performing individuals of the parent population. These
elites should be added to the offspring pool to ensure that the minimum fitness value of any subsequent
generation does not increase by preserving the minimum fitness of the parent pool. However, by adding
these elites the total population will grow to |O′′g | + |PE |. This increase of population will, depending
on the α2 value, result in more computational time of later generations as the population size keeps on
increasing.

To cope with this, a number of |PE |, randomly chosen, chromosomes of the offspring population are
removed from the offspring pool (O′′g ) before adding the elites (PE). By doing so, the population size
stays constant.

The final offspring pool is created after the elitism selection. The convergence to the parent pool of
the next generation is performed by removing any duplicate chromosome in the final offspring pool and
replacing it by a random generated chromosome according to the same procedure as the first generation
discussed in Section 5.2.

5.5. Tool Replacement Strategy (TRS)

The MH is used to solve the IPMTC problem consisting of the JSeP, PM and TRP (Ahmadi et al.,
2018; Beezão et al., 2017). The GA in the MH is applied to allocate the operations to a machine (PM) and
sequence the operations for all individual machines (JSeP) using the job- and machine vector. In addition,
the integration of the Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation in the MH is applied to determine
which tool set to remove from the tool magazine once required; so, solving the Tool Replacement Problem
(TRP) as labelled by Ahmadi et al. (2018).

In this work, the Tool Replacement Strategy (TRS) is presented as an approach to solve the TRP for
tool sets with non-uniform sizes. The TRS is inspired by the Keep Tool Needed Soonest (KTNS) policy
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introduced by Tang and Denardo (1988) as well as the Keep Smaller Tools Needed Soonest (KSTNS)
of Tzur and Altman (2004). It decides which tool set(s) to remove based on their size and whether the
tool set is required for any of the successive operations on the machine. The TRS is only applied if the
removal of any tool set is inevitable; so, if there are insufficient free places in the magazine to store the
required tool set. The TRS consists of three steps: (i) determine which tool sets are still needed, (ii)
apply a score to each tool set based on the order in which the set is needed and (iii) removing a subset of
tool set(s) by applying the ILP. Each step will be discussed in more detail including the ILP formulation.

The first step checks the necessity of tool sets present in the tool magazine which will be used for
any of the successive operations in the machine under consideration. A subset T ′m ⊆ TMm is constructed
containing all tool sets necessary for the production of these successive operations where TMm is the set
of all present tool sets on machine m.

Next, each tool set in T ′m is given a score according to the presence of associated operations in the
set of successive operations. Here, the highest score equals |T ′m| and is given to the tool set belonging to
the first successive operation that can be associated with any tool in T ′m. Subsequently, and if |T ′m| > 1,
a score of |T ′m| − 1 is given to the tool set belonging to the second successive operation that can be
associated with any tool set in T ′m. A score of |T ′m| − 2 will be given to the next tool set that should
receive a score in case |T ′m| > 2. This labelling of scores is continued until all tool sets in T ′m have a
score. The score is only given once to each tool set. Hence, any tool set that is required multiple times in
the successive operations will have the score associated with the first occurring operation which require
the tool set under consideration. Any of the remaining tool sets which are not needed anymore in TMm
(so, TMm \ {T ′m}) will be given a score equal to 0.

Example of the TRS

An example will be presented to illustrate the application of scores to tool sets. The chromosome
presented in Figure 2 will be used for this example. Machine 1 is the machine under consideration. The
sequence for this machine can be decoded from the chromosome as: (2, 1) → (5, 1) → (3, 1) → (6, 1) →
(4, 1)→ (3, 2) with associated tool set information presented in Table 4. In addition, the tool magazine
capacity equals 80 (C = 80) and the operation that will be produced is (6, 1).

Table 4: Operations allocated to machine 1 (data originates from Table 1)

i j aij pij dij tij φt

2 1 4 8 13 4 19
5 1 10 3 15 2 12
3 1 6 5 14 1 21
6 1 25 6 35 7 55
4 1 6 7 17 4 19
3 2 20 5 25 2 12

Tool sets 4, 2 and 1 are present in the magazine of machine 1 due to the preceding operations. So,
TM1 = {1, 2, 4} with a total size of 52 resulting in 28 free places in the magazine. However, tool set 7
with size φ7 = 55 is required to produce operation (6, 1). Removal of tool set(s) is unavoidable due to
insufficient capacity. Hence, the TRS is applied to determine which tool set(s) to remove.

In this example the application of the score is shown. Tool sets 4 and 2 are still required for the
production of the successive operations; that is operation (4, 1) and operation (3, 2) for tool set 4 and tool
set 2 respectively. Hence, T ′m = {2, 4}. Tool set 1 is not in this set as it is not required for any successive
operation. The first successive operation associated to a tool set is (4, 1). So, a score of |T ′m| = 2 is given
to tool set 4. In addition, a score of |T ′m| − 1 = 1 is given to tool set 2. Finally, the remaining tool sets
(TMm \ {T ′m}) are given a score of 0. So, tool set 1 receives a score of 0.

�

The decision to determine which tool set to remove follows after applying a score to each tool set.
The objective is to obtain at least the space in the magazine such that the tool set under consideration
can be stored. Let this required capacity be denoted as φ∗. Note that φ∗ does not have to equal the
size of the required tool set. In the previous example there were still 28 available spots in the magazine.
So, the required capacity to store tool set 7 with size φ7 = 55 equals φ∗ = φt − (C −

∑
t∈TMm

φt) which

equals φ∗ ← 55− (80− (21 + 12 + 19)) = 27.
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The last step of the TRS is selecting the tool sets that have to be removed from the tool magazine
in order to obtain at least the required capacity φ∗. First, the cumulative size of the tool sets with a
score of 0 are checked. If this cumulative size exceeds or equals φ∗, than this collection will be removed.
Removing all tool sets with a score of 0 might result in more free slots then required. However, this may
be neglected as the tool sets are not required anymore.

On the other hand, collections of tool sets have to be created when the cumulative tool set size of the
tool sets with a score of 0 is less than the required capacity. The restriction for each collection is that
the sum of the tool set sizes present in the collection should be bigger, or equal to, φ∗. Each of these
collections can be given a score equal to the cumulative score of the tool sets present in this collection.
From the previous example, the collections {1, 2, 4},{4, 2},{4, 1} and {2, 1} with a associated cumulative
size of 52, 31, 40 and 33 can be created. In addition, the cumulative scores of these collections are
3, 3, 2 and 1 respectively. Note that the other potential collections {1}, {2} and {4} are lacking the
requirement of having a size greater or equal to the required capacity and can therefore be neglected.
Removing any of the obtained collections result in adequate capacity to store the tool set. However, the
collection with the lowest cumulative score is chosen as this is the set with tool sets that is the best to
remove in terms of size and, if still required for any operation, the moment at which the tool sets are
needed in the remaining operation sequence.

The potential combinations of tool sets grows exponentially according to 2|T
M
m | − 1 where |TMm |

equals the number of tool sets in the machine and the minus 1 originates from the empty collection (∅)
indicating that no tool set(s) should be removed. This is not a valid solution since it indicates that for

this instance the TRS would not be required at all. Checking all these 2|T
M
m | − 1 combinations require

some computational time. Hence, the application of an ILP formulation is introduced to reduce the time
for larger sized TMm .

The objective of the ILP formulation is to determine the subset with minimal score which meets the
size criteria. The model is formulated as:

Objective: min(
∑
t∈TMm

st · xt) (30)

s.t.:
∑
t∈TMm

(φt · xt ≥ φ∗) (31)

xt ∈ {0, 1} ∀t ∈ TMm (32)

In this formulation all tool sets t ∈ TMm are included. The associated size of the tool set is denoted as φt
while the score is denoted as st. Furthermore, let xt be a binary variable equal to 1 if tool set t should be
removed from TMm in order to obtain the required capacity φ∗. So, the outcome of the ILP formulation
can be used by removing the tool set, or tool sets, with xt ← 1.

TRS example (continued)

The tools present in the machine are TMm = {1, 2, 4}. According to this sequence, the scores can be
denoted as s1 = 0, s2 = 1 and s4 = 2 while the sizes are φ1 = 21, φ2 = 12 and φ4 = 19. In addition, the
required capacity equals φ∗ = 27. By the application of the ILP the output is x1 = 1, x2 = 1 and x4 = 0
indicating that tool sets 1 and 2 should be removed to obtain the required capacity. The resulting tools
present in the machine are TMm = {4, 7}.

�

5.6. Fitness evaluation

So far, the coding-, and recombination of chromosomes have been discussed together with the
tournament- and elitism selection. Both selection procedures rely on the fitness of chromosomes. The
fitness evaluation is discussed in this section and finalizes the description of the MH.

Each chromosome can be decoded according to the procedure suggested by Gao et al. (2008). In short,
operations are allocated to the machines mentioned on the same locus. The sequence of operations on
each machine finds place according to increasing locus in the chromosome. Next, the initial tool sets
are allocated using the tool set information line of each chromosome. Each tool set is allocated to a
machine mentioned on the same locus of the machine vector until the magazine capacity is full, or, until
all tool sets are allocated. By evaluating this (feasible) schedule the tardiness and tool setup time can
be determined.
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5.6.1. Example continued

The fitness evaluation will be illustrated by determining the fitness of the chromosome presented in
Figure 2. In this example, the operations sequenced on machine 1 will be evaluated in detail while the
resulting tool setup time and tardiness for machine 2 will be given in the end. The tool setup time will
be fixed to 1 hour (τ = 1). In addition, both weights (wd, ws) are set to 1 giving equal importance to
both tool setup time and tardiness.

For machine 1, the initial tools are TM1 = {1, 2, 4} leaving 28 empty places. The operation sequence
is equal to (2, 1)→ (5, 1)→ (3, 1)→ (6, 1)→ (4, 1)→ (3, 2).

First, operation (2, 1) will be performed. This operation has an expected release moment at r21 = 4
with a processing time of p21 = 8 and has a deadline at d21 = 13. The operation is the first to
be processed, The starting time of the operation is the maximum between the expected release time
and the available time of the machine; so s21 = max(aM1 , r21) = max(0, 4) = 4 where aM1 is the
available time of machine 1. This determination equals constraints (17) and (18) of the MILP formulation
presented in Section 3. The necessary tool set (t21 = 4) is already available; so, z21 = 0. Hence, the
operation is finished at e21 = s21 + (τ · z21) + p21 = 4 + 0 + 8 = 12. The resulting tardiness is
∆21 = max(0, (e21 − d21) = max(0, (12− 13) = 0.

Next, operation (5, 1) will be performed with r51 = 10, p51 = 3 and d51 = 15. The required tool set
(t51 = 2) is already present in the tool magazine so z51 = 0. The starting time of this operation equals
s51 ← max(12, 10) = 12. The resulting tardiness equals ∆51 = 0 since the finishing time is equal to the
deadline (e51 ← 15 = d51).

The following operation is (3, 1) with r31 = 6, p31 = 5 and d31 = 14. The required tool set (t31 = 1)
is already present in the machine. So, z51 = 0. The machine is available at 15 since operation (2, 1)
and (5, 1) are processed prior to (3, 1); so s31 = max(15, 6) = 15. As a result, a tardiness of 6 hours is
obtained as e31 = 15 + 5 = 20 and ∆31 = max(0, (20− 14) = 6.

The last operation that will be considered is operation (6, 1) with r61 = 25, p61 = 6 and d61 = 35. The
starting moment of this operation equals s61 = max(20, 25) = 25. Now, the required tool set (t61 = 7) is
not present and a tool removal is implied since the remaining capacity of the magazine does not allow
storage of the tool set. This particular scenario has been discussed in the example of Section 5.5 where
the TRS is applied resulting in the removal of tool sets 1 and 2 and therefore TMm = {4, 7}. As a result,
z61 = 1 and therefore e61 = 25 + 6 + 1 = 32 with a tardiness equal to ∆61 = max(0, (32− 35) = 0.

In a similar fashion operation (4, 1) (with z41 = 0 and ∆41 = 22) and operation (3, 2) (with z32 = 1 and
∆32 = 20) can be assessed. Note that s32 = max(aM1 , r32, e31) = max(39, 20, 20) = 39 as this operation
is also dependent on the finishing time of operation (3, 1). In addition, the operations of machine 2 can
be evaluated resulting in 2 hours of tool setup time and 30 hours of tardiness. In conclusion, the fitness
of the chromosome presented in Figure 2, with the given settings of both weights (wd = 1, ws = 1) can
be evaluated to have a fitness value of fi ← 82.

�

6. Improving the PH

Section 4 introduced the PH method which aims to capture the knowledge of the practitioner. In
this PH, the removal of tool sets is performed randomly. This may imply that a tool set needed for an
upcoming operation may be removed while a tool set which is not required anymore is left in the tool
magazine of the machine. Section 5.5 presented the Tool Replacement Strategy (TRS) to solve the TRP.
The same TRS can be included in the PH to obtain better results. This inclusion of the TRS in the PH
will be referred to as the Practitioner Heuristic Improved (PH-I) while the original will be referred to
as the Practitioner Heuristic Random (PH-R). For the PH-I the pseudocode of Algorithm 1 should be
altered by changing line 21 to: TMm∗ ← TMm∗ \ {TRS(t ∈ TMm∗ |

∑
t∈TM

m∗
≥ φ∗)} indicating the application

of the TRS. The difference between applying the TRS in the MH and the PH is that the remaining
operations in the PH are not already allocated to each machine. So, the scoring of each tool set is based
on all remaining operations.

Section 5.2 discussed the integration of the PH as one of the initial chromosomes in the MH. The
encoded PH solution will, together will all other initial chromosomes, be evaluated using the procedure
discussed in Section 5.6. During this evaluation the TRS may be applied if a tool switch is required. As
a result, the PH-R schedule is taken as an initial chromosome in the MH since using the PH-I (where
the TRS is already applied during the construction of the schedule) results in a double application of
the TRS. So, the PH solution mentioned in line 2 of Algorithm 2 refers to the PH-R solution.
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7. Parameter tuning of the MH

This section presents a factorial design used to tune the configurable parameters of the MH. In
addition, two base cases are presented based on factory data. These base cases will be used for bench-
marking the obtained methods. In addition, one of these cases is used as input for the factorial design.

7.1. Base cases

Two base cases are created for performance comparison. Each case reflects one work-center of the
factory and covers the arrival of operations within a period of four weeks. Base case 1 is an abstraction
of a work-center comprising two identical machines while base case 2 represents a work-center of six
identical machines. The base cases are obtained from factory data Table 5 presents the characteristics
of the base cases. Each job in both base cases has at most two operations. The average- and standard
deviation of the processing time in this Table 5 are based on all operations in the base cases (so 46
and 163 entries for base case 1 and base case 2 respectively). Furthermore, Table 5 provides additional
information regarding the tool magazine capacity and tool setup time. These parameters are constant
for both base cases.

Table 5: Information regarding both base cases

Base case 1 Base case 2

Work-center
Total machines (|M |) 2 6
Capacity per machine (C) 80 80

Operations
Total operations (|O|) 46 163
Recurrent operations 4 2
Total jobs (|I|) 42 161

Processing time of operations
Average (hours) (N = |O|) 7.02 13.67
Standard deviation (hours) (N = |O|) 5.10 21.33

Tools
Unique tools (|T |) 23 82
Tool setup time (hours) (τ) 1 1

7.2. Tuning the MH parameters

The parameters of the MH that need to be tuned originate from the individual functions discussed
in Section 5. The performance of the MH is related to the tuning of these parameters. For example, a
small population size (Np) might result in less diversification in each generation and therefore restrict
the covered area of the solution space compared to a bigger population size. However, increasing the
population size may result in more computational time. Hence, this parameter should be tuned such
that a trade-off is obtained between performance and reasonable computational time.

The tuning of the parameters is performed by executing a factorial design. According to Box et al.
(2005) the factorial design consists of a number of factors. Each factor has a predetermined number of
values labelled as levels. A full factorial experiment is executed by performing runs for all potential level
combinations of all factors. A common approach is to take a low- and high level value for each factor
which may indicate the (linear) relation for the given range. A commonly used notation for a two-factor
factorial experiment is 2k where k is the number of factors.

7.2.1. Factorial design setup

The MH parameters will be tuned by performing a 2k experiment using base case 2. This base case
has been chosen since it can be considered more complex compared to base case 1 due to the larger
number of machines. Hence, the same parameter settings can be applied to base case 1 as it can be seen
as a restricted version of base case 2.

The input parameters of the MH are taken as factors for the experiment. These factors are: (i) the
times POC is applied after a new best solution has been found (β), (ii) population size (Np), (iii) elitism
selection ratio (α2), (iv) uniform mutation probability (Pu), (v) swap mutation probability (Ps) and (vi)
tournament selection ratio (α1).
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The factor β will be assigned the levels {1, 10} as the number of times that the POC should be
executed after finding a new best solution. In addition, the levels of the population size Np are {100, 400}.
Choosing a low population size may lead to faster computations per generation; however, it will also
lead to less diversification. The elitism selection rate has been given the levels {0.10, 0.90} to reflect the
impact of selecting a smaller or bigger subset of the parent pool that is transferred to the offspring pool.
The tournament selection ratio, on the other hand, has been given a more restricted level set equal to
{0.05, 0.20}. Section 5.3.1 discussed the decision to use the tournament selection over roulette wheel
since the initial solution obtained from the PH would otherwise always be chosen quite often in the
first generation. As a result, the MH might converge to a local optimum. However, choosing too large
values for the tournament selection would lead to a similar situation. To allow more diversification in
the solution space, the values of the tournament selection are set to lower values compared to the elitism
selection procedure. The remaining two factors are the uniform- and swap mutation probabilities (Pu
and Ps). Both of these probabilities are given the levels {0.01, 0.2} to express a relative low- and high
introduction of randomness caused by the mutation.

7.2.2. Computational setup and stopping criteria

All calculations presented in this thesis are performed on a Intel R© Core i7-4700MQ processor run-
ning at 2.40 GHz having 4 physical cores with a NVIDIA R© Quadro K610M video card and 8 GB of
RAM. Furthermore, both MH and PH methods are coded in MATLAB R© version R2019a. Lastly, the
mathematical formulation of Section 3.1 has been implemented in IBM R© ILOG R© CPLEX R© version 12.8.

The stopping criteria mentioned in Algorithm 2 are: (i) computational time and (ii) number of
successive generations with the same best solution. For the first criterion a time constraint of 3600
seconds is chosen. For the second a number of 20 successive generations is set. So, the MH terminates if
the best solution found within 20 successive generations is constant, or, when the computational time of
3600 seconds is met. Note that the time constraint is evaluated after each generation. Hence, the total
run-time may exceed the time constraint if the generation is not completely evaluated. However, no new
generation is allowed to start after passing the time constraint.

7.2.3. Results of factorial design

Previous section presented the setup of the factorial design. Since six factors are used with two levels
the number of individual runs performed equals 26 = 64. A summary of these runs is shown in Table 6.
For each factor the average objective value of both levels is shown. According to Box et al. (2005), the
main effect can be determined as y+ − y− where y+ equals the average of all runs performed with the
+1 level and y− those of the runs performed with the -1 level.

The aim of the MH is to obtain a schedule which minimizes the tool setup time as well as tardiness.
The combination of both is expressed in terms of the objective value determined according to equation
(1). Due to the minimization objective function, a lower objective value is preferred over a higher one.
Hence, a positive main effect indicates that the -1 level should be preferred over a +1 level. In addition,
the size of the main effect indicates the difference between both average objective values. The most
considerable main effect of Table 6 is from the swap mutation probability. For this factor, choosing the
-1 level seems to yield better results than using the +1 level. Hence, the swap mutation probability is
fixed at Ps = 0.01. For the remaining five parameters the main effects are quite moderate. Choosing the
-1 level for all these factors seems reasonable given the main effects besides of the tournament selection
ratio. For this factor the +1 level should be chosen instead.

An additional analysis has been performed by taking a subset of the outcome of the factorial design
where Ps = 0.01. The resulting subset, with a size of 32, can be used to redetermine the main effects.
Table 7 presents the outcome of this analysis. In this subset, the main effects of the elitism selection
ratio (α2) and the uniform mutation probability (Ps) are distinctive compared to the other effects. For
both these factors the main effects indicate that the -1 level should be chosen. This is in correspondence
with the results of Table 6. Similarly to the overall factorial design, the value of the largest main effect
(uniform mutation probability) is set to the most optimal level; so: Pu = 0.01.
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Table 6: Factors and their respective levels of the 2k factorial design

Factor (-1) (+1) Main effect

Application rate of POC (β)
Level 1 10
Objective value (average) 73.06 74.06 1.00
Computational time (sec) 1590.89 1535.13

Population size (Np)
Level 100 400
Objective value (average) 73.47 73.66 0.19
Computational time (sec) 690.36 2435.66

Elitism selection ratio (α2)
Level 0.10 0.90
Objective value (average) 72.84 74.28 1.44
Computational time (sec) 1770.77 1355.25

Uniform mutation probability (Pu)
Level 0.01 0.20
Objective value (average) 72.75 74.38 1.63
Computational time (sec) 1877.90 1248.12

Swap mutation probability (Ps)
Level 0.01 0.20
Objective value (average) 72.28 74.84 2.56
Computational time (sec) 1890.16 1235.85

Tournament selection ratio (α1)
Level 0.05 0.20
Objective value (average) 74.13 73.00 -1.13
Computational time (sec) 1532.31 1593.70

Table 7: Factors and their respective levels of the remaining factors of the factorial design after setting Ps = 0.01

Factor (-1) (+1) Main effect

Application rate of POC (β)
Level 1 10
Objective value (average) 71.94 72.63 0.69
Computational time (sec) 1964.70 1815.62

Population size (Np)
Level 100 400
Objective value (average) 72.25 72.31 0.06
Computational time (sec) 1020.51 2759.82

Elitism selection ratio (α2)
Level 0.10 0.90
Objective value (average) 70.88 73.69 2.81
Computational time (sec) 2341.61 1438.71

Uniform mutation probability (Pu)
Level 0.01 0.20
Objective value (average) 70.38 74.19 3.81
Computational time (sec) 2526.40 1253.93

Tournament selection ratio (α1)
Level 0.05 0.20
Objective value (average) 73.13 71.44 -1.69
Computational time (sec) 1725.19 2055.14

For the remaining factors one last subset will be created where Ps = 0.01 and Pu = 0.01. The
subset, with a size of 16, is used to redetermine the main effects. Table 8 shows the outcome of this
analysis. The main effects of the application rate of POC (β), elitism selection ratio (α2) and tournament
selection ratio (α1) have become distinctive in this table. In addition, the main effects of Table 8 are
in correspondence with the results found in Table 6 and 7. Hence, these factors can be fixed to β = 1,
α2 = 0.1 and α1 = 0.20. The last factor is fixed to the +1 level. By doing so, the probability of
selecting better chromosomes for the tournament selection is increased. The last remaining parameter is
the population size. No major differences were found for this parameter in the complete FD as well as
the subsets. However, in terms of computational time, a major difference can be distinguished between
the -1 and +1 level of the population size. As a result, it might be more logical to go for the -1 level as
this reduces, on average, the computational time. So; Np = 100.
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Table 8: Factors and their respective levels of the remaining factors of the factorial design after setting Ps = 0.01 and
Pu = 0.01

Factor (-1) (+1) Main effect

Application rate of POC (β)
Level 1 10
Objective value (average) 68.63 72.13 3.50
Computational time (sec) 2677.44 2375.36

Population size (Np)
Level 100 400
Objective value (average) 70.13 70.63 0.50
Computational time (sec) 1737.13 3315.67

Elitism selection ratio (α2)
Level 0.1 0.9
Objective value (average) 66.63 74.13 7.50
Computational time (sec) 3440.35 1612.44

Tournament selection ratio (α1)
Level 0.05 0.20
Objective value (average) 71.50 69.25 -2.25
Computational time (sec) 2191.29 2861.50

To conclude, the outcome of the complete factorial design (as presented in Table 6) indicated the
best setting for each factor. Additional analysis has been performed by constraining the most prominent
main effect and constructing subsets by fixing the already constrained parameters.

With these analyses, the indicated settings presented in Table 6 were confirmed by more distinctive
main effects. As a result, the MH parameters under consideration are set to:

• Application rate of POC (k): 1
• Population size (Np): 100
• Elitism selection ratio (α2): 0.1
• Uniform mutation probability (Pu): 0.01
• Swap mutation probability (Ps): 0.01
• Tournament selection ratio (α1): 0.20

8. Computational Results

This section presents the computational results of the performance comparison as well as the sensi-
tivity analysis. The comparison is done between the MH (with the tuned parameters of Section 7), the
PH methods and the exact formulation presented in Section 3.1. For the PH-models the Θm value has
been set on 3 days (72 hours) as discussed with the company and mentioned in Section 4.

8.1. Comparison of proposed methods

Both base cases formulated in Section 7.1 will be used for the comparison. Section 2 discusses
that the IPMTC is NP-hard. Hence, comparing the complete base cases might already result in no
feasible solutions of the exact formulation. To cope with this, increasing subsets of both base cases are
constructed. These increasing subsets are obtained by sorting the base case on non decreasing expected
release time. Subsequently, the first x operations are taken. So, each increasing subset contains the
previous subset(s) plus some additional operations. By doing so, the performance of all methods can
be compared as well as the ability of the exact formulation to cope with increasing problem sizes. For
consistency, the exact formulation has been given a time restriction equal to the MH method; so 3600
seconds. For all methods, the weights of the objective function presented in equation (1) are set to 1
(wd = 1, ws = 1). As a result, the obtained score of the methods can be expressed in hours since an
objective value increase of one equals one hour. The weights are fixed for all comparisons unless stated
otherwise.
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Base case 1

First, base case 1 will be analyzed. Five cases are created as indicated in Table 9. From this table,
the performance of the exact solution can be determined. For |O| = 5, the best solution equals the lower
bound found within the time constraint. This indicates that the gap between the best solution and the
lower bound is reduced to 0 %. The exact formulation start to encounter difficulties when the input
set is increased to |O| = 15. The best solution matches with the solution found by the MH. However,
the total search tree cannot be covered within the given time period resulting in a gap of 100 % and a
lower bound of 0. This problem becomes even worse for increasing operation sets. For |O| = 46, the
formulation was not capable of obtaining one best solution within the time constraint.

Table 9 shows that the MH performs equally good or better than the PH methods. The average
objective gap between the PH-R and the MH tends to stay constant from |O| = 25, while the gap
fluctuates between the PH-I and the MH. For the complete base case 1, the average objective value
reduces with 10.74 % (2.04 hours) when choosing the MH over the second best method. Since there is
no positive gap (which indicates that the PH methods outperform the MH), the conclusion can be made
that the MH is capable of producing an equally good, or better, schedule for all cases of base case 1.

Table 9: Performance comparison for base case 1. Solutions from the exact formulation with (*) indicate that the optimal
is solution found. ’c.t.’ stands for computational time. ’obj.’ for objective value. ’N’ represents the number of runs from
which the average (µ) and standard deviation (σ) is taken.

|O|
MILP (N=10) PH-R (N=10) PH-I (N=10) MH (N=10) Average obj. gap

obj. c.t. (sec) obj. c.t. (sec) obj. c.t. (sec) obj. c.t. (sec)
PH-R vs. MH PH-I vs. MH

µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ

5 0.00∗ 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 10.82 2.82 0.00% 0.00%
15 1.00 0.00 3600.08 0.01 2.90 0.74 0.01 0.02 2.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 1.00 0.00 20.12 3.63 -65.52% -50.00%
25 8.00 0.00 3603.79 0.94 12.70 1.64 0.03 0.05 8.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 7.30 0.48 52.72 26.74 -42.52% -8.75%
35 8272.99 0.00 3600.15 0.02 20.50 1.58 0.03 0.03 14.00 0.00 0.23 0.59 12.10 1.10 162.68 94.90 -40.98% -13.57%
46 - - - - 28.70 2.50 0.01 0.00 19.00 0.00 0.10 0.01 16.96 0.61 303.60 138.23 -40.91% -10.74%

Base case 2

For base case 2, seven cases have been constructed. The details of base case 2 are discussed in
Section 7.1. The first two cases are similar in operation size to those of base case 1. The difference
is that these cases entail six machines instead of two. Table 10 presents the results. For |O| = 15,
the exact formulation is able to determine the optimal solution. This solution equals the scores found
by all other methods. However, starting from |O| = 25, the exact formulation start to perform less
optimally. For |O| = 25 and |O| = 30, the best solution found by the exact formulation starts to indicate
an increasing gap between the average objective value of the other methods. For all remaining cases
the exact formulation is not capable of determining a solution within the time constraint. Hence, a ′−′
is denoted in Table 10. Table 10 shows that the average objective gap fluctuates between the PH-R
and MH for smaller cases but becomes constant for larger cases. The same logic can be applied for the
average objective gap between the PH-I and the MH. Overall, the MH is able to obtain a schedule which
is equally good, or better than, the PH methods. For the complete base case the average objective value
decreases with 10.59 % (7.20 hours) when choosing the MH over the second best method.

Table 10: Performance comparison for base case 2. Solutions from the exact formulation with (*) indicate that the optimal
is solution found. ’c.t.’ stands for computational time. ’obj.’ for objective value. ’N’ represents the number of runs from
which the average (µ) and standard deviation (σ) is taken.

|O|
MILP (N=10) PH-R (N=10) PH-I (N=10) MH (N=10) Average obj. gap

obj. c.t. (sec) obj. c.t. (sec) obj. c.t. (sec) obj. c.t. (sec)
PH-R vs. MH PH-I vs. MH

µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ

15 0.00* 0.00 86.09 0.66 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.63 3.49 0.00% 0.00%
25 7.00 0.00 3600.18 0.30 1.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.74 3.42 -100% -100%
30 115.05 0.00 3600.17 0.01 2.30 0.48 0.05 0.05 2.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 2.00 0.00 22.41 5.21 -13.04% 0.00%
60 - - - - 20.40 1.26 0.02 0.01 18.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 12.30 0.82 300.31 121.55 -39.71% -31.67%
90 - - - - 37.20 1.32 0.03 0.03 35.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 28.30 1.16 551.76 350.99 -23.92% -19.14%
120 - - - - 52.70 1.25 0.03 0.01 47.00 0.00 0.07 0.02 39.70 1.34 1248.50 390.51 -24.67% -15.53%
163 - - - - 79.70 1.06 0.07 0.02 68.00 0.00 0.17 0.02 60.80 1.32 2380.99 777.68 -23.71% -10.59%

To summarize, based on the findings in Table 9 and Table 10, the MH performs better, or equally
good as the PH-R and PH-I methods for both base cases. For the total base cases, the average objective
value reduction when choosing the MH instead of the PH-I (as second best model) is 10.74 % and 10.59
% for base case 1 and base case 2 respectively.
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Furthermore, the exact solution is able to cover the whole search tree for a small operational sets (5
operations and 2 machine, or, 15 operations and 6 machines). For increasing operation sets the exact
solution is only capable of finding a best solution comparable with the solutions of the other models till
25 operations and 2 machines.

8.2. Sensitivity analysis

This section evaluates the performance of the methods under varying production- and operation
characteristics by (i) alternating the number of unique tool sets required to produce a set of operations,
(ii) varying the capacity of the tool magazine, (iii) shifting the job deadlines and (iv) changing the
objective function. All of the analyses will be performed on the full base cases with a size of |O| = 46 and
|O| = 163 for base case 1 and base case 2 respectively. Section 8.1 indicated that the exact formulation
was unable to obtain a solution for these problem sizes. Hence, the exact formulation is excluded from
all analyses.

8.2.1. Analysis of tool ratio

Section 1 highlighted that one of the characteristics of the high-mix, low-volume production environ-
ment is that many tool sets are required to produce a set of operations. ε is introduced as the tool ratio
according to equation (33) where |T | denotes the number of unique tool sets needed to produce the set
of operations with size |O|. Increasing the tool ratio equals a shift towards a more high-mix, low-volume
production environment. Table 11 shows five different cases where ε is changed. Case 3 represents the
standard base case with an ε equal to 0.50 for both base cases. The increase/decrease of the tool ratio is
obtained by varying the number of tools needed to produce the same set of operations. By doing so, the
room of improvement for the PH methods and MH can be determined. The construction of the varying
tool set collections is presented in Appendix A.

ε =
|T |
|O|

(33)

Table 11: Setup of varying the tool ratio ε for both base cases

Case
Base Case 1 Base Case 2

|O| |T | ε |O| |T | ε

1 46 11 0.24 163 42 0.26
2 46 17 0.37 163 62 0.38
3 46 23 0.50 163 82 0.50
4 46 29 0.63 163 102 0.63
5 46 35 0.76 163 122 0.75

All the cases have been performed 10 times for each method. The results are presented in Figure 9
and Figure 10 for base case 1 and base case 2 respectively. In both figures the average objective value
is plotted with the standard deviation as the error bar. The tables showing the average objective values
are presented in are presented in Appendix A.
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Figure 9: Objective value of base case 1 based on 10 runs
for each case (µ± σ)
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Figure 10: Objective value of base case 2 based on 10 runs
for each case (µ± σ)

Table 12: Average objective value gap (%) for both base cases when varying the tool ratio

Case
Average objective value gap

Base case 1 Base case 2

PH-R vs. MH PH-I vs. MH PH-R vs. MH PH-I vs. MH

1 -56.25% -21.25% -28.11% -2.31%
2 -41.10% -7.33% -26.85% -10.66%
3 -40.21% -10.00% -25.40% -11.03%
4 -35.29% -12.92% -26.85% -12.82%
5 -34.08% -16.43% -26.24% -14.80%

Both Figure 9 and Figure 10 indicate that an increase of ε results in an increase of the average objective
value. When the tool ratio is low, some operations requiring the same tool set may be processed close
after each other. As a result, it would be interesting to sequence, or ’group’, these operations close to
each other. This grouping effect becomes less ideal when the tool ratio increases as the difference in
processing moment of two operations which require the same tool set will increase. As a result, grouping
these operations could be penalized with tardiness. In addition, the presence of more unique tool sets
might directly imply more tool setups and eventually even tardiness as it might delay the current, or any
of the succeeding operation(s) due to the setup time. Hence, the increase of the average objective value
for higher tool ratio’s seems reasonable. Table 12 presents the average objective gaps when comparing
the MH method with the PH methods. This table shows that the MH outperforms both PH methods
for all cases and each individual base case. The average gap in objective value between the PH-R and
the MH is relatively large for case 1. For cases 2 up to 5, this average objective value gap is slightly
decreasing for base case 1 and more or less constant for base case 2. However, the margin is still large
enough to conclude that the MH outperforms the PH-R. For increasing tool ratio’s, an increasing trend
in the average objective value gap can be identified in both base cases when comparing the MH with
the PH-I. Hence, the applicability of the MH becomes even more interesting for a high-mix, low-volume
production environment.

The reasoning behind the increasing room of improvement for the MH for a more high-mix, low-
volume production environment is given by the combination of the machine vector and the TRS in the
MH. When the TRS is applied in the PH-I method, the remaining operations are not already allocated
to a machine. Hence, the TRS uses all remaining operations to determine which tool set to remove. In
the MH, the main advantage is due to the machine vector. Due to this vector, which is created by the
two-point crossover (in the CC) or the rules discussed in Section 5.3.3 in case of the POC, the operations
are already allocated to a machine when the TRS is applied. As a result, the TRS only uses a subset
of the remaining operations (those allocated to the same machine as the one under consideration) when
it has to decide which tool set to remove. To conclude, the combination of the machine vector with
the TRS in the MH is stronger then the sole application of the TRS when the tool ratio increases. In
addition, the previously mentioned grouping of operations occurs less often when the tool ratio increases
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as the moment of production of two operations requiring the same tool set increases. In the PH, the
processing of operations is restricted to a non-increasing EDD sequence. On the other hand, the MH
allows for changes of operations outside of the EDD sequence by implementing the two-point crossover
part in the APMX and POC. Hence, operations might eventually be grouped even though the operations
were not sequenced close to each other after sorting on EDD. Note that grouping of operations is only
beneficial to do when the resulting objective value does not increase due to tardiness penalties.

To conclude, the first sub-research question can be answered by stating that the improvement re-
garding the minimization of tool setup time and tardiness is obtained by using the schedule produced by
the MH over the schedules of the PH-I and PH-R. The actual improvement depends on the particular
production setting. However, the room for improvement increases when this setting shifts more towards
a high-mix, low-volume production setting.

8.2.2. Analysis of tool magazine capacity

One of the criteria of the objective function is the minimization of tool setup time. A critical
parameter for this setup time is the tool magazine capacity. In this analysis, the tool magazine size will
be varied to investigate how well the methods cope with different capacities. An increasing tool magazine
capacity should result in less tool setup time as (i) more tool sets can be stored initially, and (ii) more
tool sets are allowed to be kept in the tool magazine once a tool switch is required. On the other hand,
reducing the tool magazine capacity might result in more tool setups. In this analysis, five cases have
been formulated where the tool magazine capacity is varied for both base cases. The default setting
(C = 80), is chosen as middle point. The minimum capacity equals the maximum tool set size of both
base cases which equals 53. The setup of the cases is presented in Table 13. All cases have been tested
on the default base cases presented in Section 7.1. The results are presented in Figure 11 and Figure 12
for base case 1 and base case 2 respectively. In addition, Table 13 presents the average objective gap for
each case. This gap is based on the obtained data which is presented in Appendix B.
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Figure 11: Objective value of base case 1 based on 10 runs
for each case (µ± σ)
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Figure 12: Objective value of base case 2 based on 10 runs
for each case (µ± σ)

Table 13: Average objective value gap (%) for both base cases when varying the tool magazine capacity (C)

Case C
Average objective value gap

Base case 1 Base case 2

PH-R vs. MH PH-I vs. MH PH-R vs. MH PH-I vs. MH

1 53 -29.29% -8.08% -14.24% -6.07%
2 65 -36.05% -18.40% -21.77% -6.76%
3 80 -39.36% -10.00% -25.98% -10.74%
4 95 -40.50% -4.00% -27.22% -5.26%
5 110 -44.16% -15.38% -26.31% -8.82%

The overall trend indicates that the MH always outperforms both PH methods. In addition, a trend
is visible for all methods indicating that an increasing tool magazine capacity yields lower objective
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values. Furthermore, the gap between the PH-R and the MH remains quite constant for both base cases.
However, there is no clear trend when analyzing the gaps between the PH-I and the MH method for
both base cases. This lack of a trend rises the question which causes this fluctuation. It seems that
overall the methods are equally well dealing with the benefits of an increasing tool magazine capacity.
The increasing/decreasing gap between the PH-I and the MH in both base cases might, in this case,
indicate that for some cases the PH-I can utilize more or less of these benefits compared to the MH.
To test this, the average objective value reduction per increase of tool magazine capacity is determined
according to equation (34). In this equation, µk and Ck denote the average objective value and tool
magazine capacity of case k. Hence, the resulting η value shows the average decrease of the objective
value over the analyzed range of tool magazine capacities.

η =

∑5
k=2

( µ(k+1)−µk

C(k+1)−Ck

)
4

(34)

For base case 1, the η value for the MH is -0.23, -0.22 for the PH-I method and -0.24 for PH-R. Comparing
these three values for this base case indicates that the PH-R is utilizing the benefits of an increasing tool
magazine capacity more than the other methods. However, since the η values are not distinctive, the
conclusion can be made that for base case 1 all methods have the same effect in terms of score decrease
for increasing tool magazine capacities. For base case 2, the η value for the MH equals -0.58, -0.59 for
the PH-I and -0.50 for the PH-R. For this base case, the MH and PH-I are better capable of dealing with
increasing tool magazine capacities. However, the difference between the MH and PH-I is not distinctive.

To conclude, the second sub-research question can be answered by stating that the average objective
value produced by the methods decreases when the tool magazine capacity increases. In each case the
MH is able to outperform the PH methods. However, all methods are capable of handling the potential
benefits of an increasing tool magazine in a equal manner for base case 1 as indicated by the same region
in which the η values are situated. For base case 2, the MH and PH-I are better capable of dealing with
increasing magazine capacities compared to the PH-R.

8.2.3. Analysis of shifting deadlines

In industry, shifting of job deadlines is not uncommon. This analysis focuses on these shifts by
reducing and increasing the operational due dates (dij) of the operations. Table 14 shows the construction
of five cases. Once again, the third case represents the default case with a shift of 0 days. The remaining
cases present shifts within the margin of the average time between the expected release time (rij) and
operational due date (dij) of all operations in one base case. For base case 1, this average time is 2.29
days while for base case 2 this average time is increased to 14.57 days. The differences between the two
base cases is reflected in the shifts denoted in Table 14.

From customer perspective, it seems more logical to apply a shift to one complete job instead of one
individual operation. Hence, a fixed percent of the jobs in the base case will be randomly chosen for which
the operational due dates of all associated opartions will be shifted. Note that the difference between
shifting operations and jobs is caused by the presence of recirculation. For consistency, the deadline of
the same jobs are shifted in all of the cases for each individual base case. Figure 13 and Figure 14 present
the results of this analysis for base case 1 and base case 2 respectively. The corresponding tables are
presented in Appendix C.

Table 14: Setup of varying the deadlines of a fixed percent of the jobs (I) in both base cases.

Case
Base Case 1 Base Case 2

|I| % Shift (days) |I| % Shift (days)

1 42 19.05 -2 161 20.50 -14
2 42 19.05 -1 161 20.50 -7
3 42 19.05 0 161 20.50 0
4 42 19.05 +1 161 20.50 +7
5 42 19.05 +2 161 20.50 +14
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Figure 13: Objective value of base case 1 based on 10 runs
for each case (µ± σ)
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Figure 14: Objective value of base case 2 based on 10 runs
for each case (µ± σ)

Table 15: Average objective value gap (%) for both base cases when shifting the deadlines

Case
Average objective value gap

Base case 1 Base case 2

PH-R vs. MH PH-I vs. MH PH-R vs. MH PH-I vs. MH

1 -50.90% -41.53% -63.93% -59.47%
2 -40.14% -15.00% -30.43% -12.03%
3 -41.78% -10.53% -25.53% -12.50%
4 -36.86% -8.95% -29.80% -8.84%
5 -38.41% -15.00% -25.97% -7.14%

Table 15 indicates that the MH outperforms both PH methods when the operational due dates, and
therefore the slack in the schedule, are varied. For the case with the least amount of slack (case 1), the
MH is considerably more effective compared to the PH methods. For these cases, the average objective
value gap equals 14.25 hours (-41.53 %) and 162.56 hours (-59.47 %) for base case 1 and base case 2
respectively when comparing the MH with the second best method. The high objective value for tight
deadlines is due to the fact that each arriving operation should be produced as soon as possible to prevent
tardiness. Any delay, for example, a tool setup or no available machine, might therefore result in an
increase of the objective value. This effect seems to decrease substantially when there is moderate slack
as indicated in case 2 of this analysis. For positive deadline shifts, the average objective values of the MH
and PH-I method for base case 1 seems to remain quite constant. For base case 2, the average objective
values of the MH and PH-I increase; but, not as much as compared to the negative shifts.

To conclude, the third sub-research question can be answered by stating that all methods seem to
suffer from tardiness caused by sequencing and/or tool setups for schedules with tight deadlines. For
these schedules, the occurrence of one tool setup might even cause a bull whip effect as all remaining
operations are delayed.

8.2.4. Determining the impact of the multi-objective function

The objective function, stated in equation (1), consists of tardiness and tool setup time. In this
function, the weights ws and wd are set to 1 to indicate that both objectives are equally important. The
impact of only using one objective criterion can be studied by setting one of the weights equal to 0. By
setting wd = 0, the objective is reduced to minimizing the tool setup time. This might be beneficial if
tool setups are more undesirable then tardiness and should therefore be kept to a minimum, even if this
results in substantial amounts of tardiness.

By setting ws = 0, the objective function is reduced to minimizing tardiness. This might be applicable
if tardiness should be avoided at all cost. As a result, three cases with different objective weights have
been formulated: (i) reduce of only tardiness (ws ← 0, wd ← 1), (ii) reduce of both tardiness and tool
setup time (ws = 1, wd = 1) and (iii) reduce of only tool setup time (ws ← 1, wd ← 0). For this analysis
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the default base cases (as presented in Section 7.1) have been used. The resulting outcome is presented
in Figure 15 and Figure 16 for base case 1 and base case 2 respectively. The tables with the data used to
construct these figures is presented in Appendix D. In addition, Table 16 indicates the average objective
value gaps for each case.
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Figure 15: Objective value of base case 1 based on 10 runs
for each case (µ± σ)
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Figure 16: Objective value of base case 2 based on 10 runs
for each case (µ± σ)

Table 16: Average objective value gap (%) for both base cases with different objective weights

Case ws wd

Average objective value gap
Base case 1 Base case 2

PH-R vs. MH PH-I vs. MH PH-R vs. MH PH-I vs. MH

1 0 1 0 % 0 % 0 % 0 %
2 1 1 -39.30% -8.95% -26.60% -12.35%
3 1 0 -62.45% -45.26% -29.35% -15.74%

For both base cases and all methods, the objective value reduces to 0 when the objective is only the
minimization of tardiness. Note that for these cases the tool setups are implicitly included as a tool
setup results in processing time elongation. This elongation might eventually result in tardiness if the
operation has insufficient slack to deal with this. However, the slack present in the schedules determined
by the methods seems to be able to cope with this potential elongation of the processing time.

The average objective value gap between the MH and the PH methods increases when the objective
is only the minimization of tool setup time as indicated in Table 16. So, the MH deals better with this
single minimization criterion than the PH methods. This increasing gap is justified by the constructive
nature of the PH where operations are dealt with in earliest due date sequence. Due to this, the PH
method implicitly considers tardiness. When the objective is set to minimize both tardiness and tool
setup the average score of the MH shows a trade off between tardiness and tool setup time. In this case,
the MH has to balance an increase in tardiness when sequencing two, or more, operations requiring the
same tool set close to each other.

To conclude, the fourth sub-research question can be answered by stating that the effect of prioritizing
both tardiness and tool setup time in the objective function is that the MH makes a trade-off between
optimal sequencing in terms of resulting tool setup time as well as tardiness. In addition, the MH method
seems to obtain equally good, or better, objective values for each case and each base case and should
therefore always be chosen. The MH becomes even more favorable to choose over the PH methods when
the objective is only the reduction of tool setup time.
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9. Conclusion and recommendations

The aim of this project is to minimize the tool setup time and tardiness within a work-center of the
milling department at KMWE. Tool setups are unavoidable due to the high-mix, low-volume production
environment requiring abundant production flexibility. The tool setup is currently not included by the
scheduling department and is therefore indicated as unexpected elongation of the processing time. By
reducing these setups, and balancing them with a potential increase of tardiness, the capacity of the
machines might be increased. The goal of this project is to develop a new scheduling method. This has
been done by developing a Matheuristic (MH) which consists of a genetic algorithm (GA) and an integer
linear programming (ILP) formulation. From work-center perspective, where tool setups are taken into
consideration, a method (PH-R) has been formulated to capture the current way of scheduling. The
obtained method is adapted to include the ILP formulation of the MH. This adapted method is labelled
as PH-I.

In literature, the discussed minimization problem is classified as the Identical Parallel Machines
Scheduling Problem with Tooling Constraints (IPMTC) (Beezão et al., 2017). To this field of research,
contributions have been made to less researched areas by including precedence constraints, non-uniform
tool set sizes, a multi-objective function and release moments of operations. Furthermore, a Mixed
Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulation has been devised based on the work of Beezão et al.
(2017). The formulation has been adapted to include all previously mentioned contributions. The MILP
formulation was found to be able to solve small problems but started to deviate from the solutions found
by the other methods when the operation set increased to 25 operations for both 2 machines and 6
machines.

Two industry based base cases have been created to compare the performance of the MH and PH
methods. Overall, the MH outperforms both PH methods by obtaining an equal, or lower average
objective value for all tested instances. For the complete base cases, an average objective value gap
of -10.74 % for 46 operations and 2 machines (base case 1) and -10.59 % for 163 operations and 6
machines (base case 2) are found when comparing the MH with the second best method. As a result, the
main research question can be answered by stating that the application of the proposed MH to devise a
schedule for the work-centers of the milling department at KMWE results in a reduction of the objective
value and therefore the tool setup time and tardiness.

Sensitivity analysis has been performed for all methods. The room of improvement when comparing
the performance of the MH with the PH methods seems to increase when the production environment is
shifted towards a more high-mix, low-volume production environment. On the other hand, the methods
are equally well dealing with the benefits of additional tool magazine capacity for base case 1. For base
case 2, the MH and PH-I were better capable of handling the benefits of additional tool magazine capac-
ity. In addition, the MH seems to deal better with operation sets with relatively tight operational due
dates. For the most extreme shift of reducing the operational due dates an average objective value gap of
-41.5 % and -59.47 % is found for base case 1 and base case 2 respectively when comparing the MH with
the second best method. Last, the influence of including both objective values has been tested. As a
result, the MH is better in dealing with the single objective of minimizing the tool setup time compared
to the PH methods. Furthermore, the analysis showed that the MH is balancing tardiness and tool setup
time when both objective criteria are included in the objective function.

Future research might take place into the direction of implementing the suggested methods in a rolling
horizon environment. In addition, it would be interesting to see how the methods can be adapted to cover
multiple work-centers. Furthermore, the PH could be improved by implementing another procedure to
choose the machine for each operation under varying circumstances. Also, some of the assumptions can
be relaxed as to allow preemption of an operation, or by introducing some availability constraints. For
example, the requirement of production workers which are only available a part of the day to start/end
the production, the scheduled downtime of a machine, or, the availability of tool sets. In addition to
this, the unscheduled downtime of a machine might be included as well. Lastly, it would be interesting
to investigate to see how the objective value is influenced by introducing tool life for each tool set as it
introduces another constraint to the tool replacement strategy.
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List of symbols

Table 17: List of symbols presented in this thesis

General parameters

C Tool magazine capacity of each machine.
dij Operational due date of operation (i, j).
ε Tool ratio. Expressing the number of unique tool sets required for a set of operations.
η Expressing the average decrease in objective value per increase of the tool magazine capacity.
I Set of jobs.
M Set of machines.
Mc Set of machines that have sufficient capacity to store a tool. Used in the PH and POC.
Mt Set of machines that hold tool set t. Used in the PH and POC.
OIi Set of operations of job i that have to be produced on the same work-center.
O Set of all operations (O =

⋃
i∈I O

I
i ).

Ô Earliest Due Date (EDD) sorted operation set O.
pij Processing time of operation (i, j) including sequence-independent setup time.
φt Size of tool set t.
rij Expected release time of operation (i, j).
T Set of tool sets.
tij Tool set required to produce operation (i, j).
τ Tool setup time (hours).
wd Weight of tardiness in the objective function.
ws Weight of tool setup time in the objective function.

Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) parameters

αijm Variable equal to 1 if operation (i, j) is the first operation on machine m, 0 otherwise.
βijm Variable equal to 1 if operation (i, j) is allocated on machine m, 0 otherwise.
eij Ending time of operation (i, j).
L Large number used in the MILP formulation
ωijm Variable equal to 1 if operation (i, j) is the last operation on machine m, 0 otherwise.
sij Start time of operation (i, j).
xiji′j′m Variable equal to 1 if operation (i, j) is followed by operation (i′, j′) on machine m, 0 oth-

erwise
yijt Variable equal to 1 if tool set tij is present at the start of processing operation (i, j),

0 otherwise.
zijt Variable equal to 1 if tool set tij is inserted at the start of operation (i, j), 0 otherwise.

Practitioner Heuristic (PH) parameters

αMm Available time of machine m.
m1 Machine which is the soonest available.
m2 Machine that holds the required tool set.
TMm Tool sets present in machine m.
Θm Trade off value between choosing m1 and m2 as machine to allocate the operation to.
ξMm Earliest starting time of machine m.

Matheuristic (MH) parameters

α1 Tournament selection ratio.
α2 Elitism selection ratio.
β Number of times that POC needs to be executed instead of CC after finding a new best

solution.
B Binary variable equal to 1 if POC needs to be used. 0 otherwise.
f∗g Best fitness value of generation g.
fi Fitness value of chromosome i.
fMH Best objective value found by the Matheuristic.
li Locus at index number i of a chromosome vector.
Np Population size.
Og Offspring pool of generation g.
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Matheuristic (MH) parameters (continued)

O′g Offspring pool of generation g after crossover.
O′′g Offspring pool of generation g after crossover and mutation.
PE Subset of parent pool taken for the elitism selection method.
Pg Parent pool of generation g.
PT Subset of parent population taken for the tournament selection method.

P̂g Ranked parent pool (Pg) on fitness value.
pMm Total processing time on machine m.
Ps Probability of applying the swap mutation on each locus of a vector.
Pu Probability of applying the uniform mutation on each locus of a vector.
φ∗ Required capacity to store a specific tool set.
φtij Size the tool set required for operation (i, j).
st Score of tool set t.
T ′m Set of tool sets present in the tool magazine of machine m which are still needed for the

successive operations.
vMk Allele of locus k in the machine vector.

vJk Allele of locus k in the job vector.
xt Binary variable equal to 1 if tool set t should be removed from Tm.
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A. Results of the analysis of tool ratio

This appendix presents how the data sets used in the analysis on the tool ratio were constructed. In
addition, the tables belonging to this analysis are presented.

A.1. Construction of the data sets

The construction of the data sets to vary the tool ratio will be discussed in this subsection. For each
base case, the cases were constructed using the ’default’ tool set |T |. For lower tool ratios a subset of
this set is taken with an average tool set size equal to the original set. Next, the tool set required to
produce the operations in the set O have been re-allocated if the tool set needed was not in this subset
of tools, or, when one tool set was used more frequently than any other.

Additional tool sets where added to the ’default’ tool set T for the cases with increasing tool ratio’s.
Extrapolation has been performed by picking tools with a size ranging between the minimum- and
maximum tool set size of the default set. In addition, the average size of the total (extrapolated) set of
tool sets should match the average size of the default set of tool sets. Once again, the tool sets required
to produce an operation were redistributed such that the application of all tool sets became more or less
constant. This procedure has been applied for both base cases resulting in the cases presented in Table
11.

A.2. Tables with of varying the tool ratio

The results of varying the tool ratio have been presented in Figure 9 for base case 1 while the results
of base case 2 are presented in Figure 10. The corresponding tables of these figures are Table 18 and
Table 19 for base case 1 and base case 2 respectively.

Table 18: Results of varying the tool ratio for base case 1. ’c.t.’ stands for computational time. ’obj.’ for objective value.
’N’ represents the number of runs from which the average (µ) and standard deviation (σ) is taken.

Setup Tool set size PH-R (N = 10) PH-I (N = 10) MH (N = 10)

Case |O| |T | ε min max µ
obj. c.t. (sec) obj. c.t. (sec) obj. c.t. (sec)

µ σ best µ σ µ σ best µ σ µ σ best µ σ

1 46 11 0.24 1 35 18.00 14.40 1.71 11.00 0.05 0.05 8.00 0.00 8.00 0.58 0.64 6.30 1.06 5.00 230.03 65.18
2 46 17 0.37 1 42 17.71 23.60 1.71 21.00 0.02 0.01 15.00 0.00 15.00 0.12 0.02 13.90 0.99 13.00 287.20 83.90
3 46 23 0.50 1 42 17.65 28.60 2.46 26.00 0.03 0.02 19.00 0.00 19.00 0.10 0.01 17.10 0.57 16.00 250.61 53.36
4 46 29 0.63 1 42 17.69 32.30 1.25 30.00 0.02 0.01 24.00 0.00 24.00 0.08 0.01 20.90 0.88 19.00 278.73 84.98
5 46 35 0.76 1 42 17.66 35.50 0.85 34.00 0.02 0.01 28.00 0.00 28.00 0.09 0.01 23.40 0.97 22.00 221.00 96.81

Table 19: Results of varying the tool ratio for base case 2. ’c.t.’ stands for computational time. ’obj.’ for objective value.
’N’ represents the number of runs from which the average (µ) and standard deviation (σ) is taken.

Setup Tool set size PH-R (N = 10) PH-I (N = 10) MH (N = 10)

Case|O| |T | ε min max µ
obj. c.t. (sec) obj. c.t. (sec) obj. c.t. (sec)

µ σ best µ σ µ σ best µ σ µ σ best µ σ

1 163 42 0.26 1 53 18.90 53.00 3.16 47.00 0.15 0.14 39.00 0.00 39.00 1.04 0.94 38.10 1.20 36.00 2223.20 821.31
2 163 62 0.38 1 53 19.29 74.50 2.46 72.00 0.06 0.02 61.00 0.00 61.00 0.34 0.03 54.50 2.12 52.00 3015.74 878.78
3 163 82 0.50 1 53 19.13 81.10 1.73 78.00 0.07 0.01 68.00 0.00 68.00 0.19 0.02 60.50 3.27 57.00 2760.48 774.05
4 163 102 0.63 1 53 18.74 101.30 1.42 99.00 0.08 0.02 85.00 0.00 85.00 0.19 0.03 74.10 2.51 71.00 2922.07 702.77
5 163 122 0.75 1 53 19.09 113.20 1.87 109.00 0.07 0.02 98.00 0.00 98.00 0.15 0.02 83.50 2.07 81.00 2477.92 935.02
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B. Results of analysis of magazine capacity

This appendix presents the tables corresponding to the analysis of the tool magazine capacity. Table
20 corresponds to Figure 11 while Table 21 presents the data related to Figure 12.

Table 20: Results of varying the tool magazine capacity (C) for base case 1. ’c.t.’ stands for computational time. ’obj.’
for objective value. ’N’ represents the number of runs from which the average (µ) and standard deviation (σ) is taken.

Case C
PH-R (N = 10) PH-I (N = 10) MH (N = 10)

obj. c.t. (sec) obj. c.t. (sec) obj. c.t. (sec)

µ σ best µ σ µ σ best µ σ µ σ best µ σ

1 53 33.80 1.69 31.00 0.08 0.08 26.00 0.00 26.00 0.83 0.87 23.90 0.57 23.00 380.40 132.64
2 65 31.90 1.37 29.00 0.02 0.01 25.00 0.00 25.00 0.15 0.02 20.40 0.70 20.00 429.15 142.69
3 80 28.20 1.99 26.00 0.02 0.01 19.00 0.00 19.00 0.10 0.01 17.10 0.32 17.00 272.03 54.38
4 95 24.20 1.23 22.00 0.02 0.01 15.00 0.00 15.00 0.07 0.01 14.40 0.70 13.00 214.51 77.65
5 110 19.70 1.42 18.00 0.01 0.00 13.00 0.00 13.00 0.06 0.01 11.00 0.47 10.00 169.71 55.23

Table 21: Results of varying the tool magazine capacity (C) for base case 2. ’c.t.’ stands for computational time. ’obj.’
for objective value. ’N’ represents the number of runs from which the average (µ) and standard deviation (σ) is taken.

Case C
PH-R (N = 10) PH-I (N = 10) MH (N = 10)

obj. c.t. (sec) obj. c.t. (sec) obj. c.t. (sec)

µ σ best µ σ µ σ best µ σ µ σ best µ σ

1 53 92.00 1.70 89.00 0.17 0.15 84.00 0.00 84.00 1.41 1.45 78.90 1.79 76.00 1938.89 769.93
2 65 88.20 2.70 84.00 0.07 0.02 74.00 0.00 74.00 0.23 0.03 69.00 2.54 64.00 2777.87 699.41
3 80 82.00 2.45 78.00 0.07 0.02 68.00 0.00 68.00 0.20 0.02 60.70 2.31 58.00 3015.48 684.32
4 95 74.20 1.40 71.00 0.06 0.02 57.00 0.00 57.00 0.14 0.02 54.00 1.25 52.00 2540.28 889.93
5 110 63.10 2.18 60.00 0.05 0.01 51.00 0.00 51.00 0.08 0.01 46.50 1.84 45.00 2603.03 647.44

C. Results of shifting the deadlines

This appendix presents the tables belonging to the analysis of shifting the deadlines. Table 22
corresponds to Figure 13 while Table 23 corresponds to Figure 14.

Table 22: Results of varying the deadlines of the jobs in base case 1. ’c.t.’ stands for computational time. ’obj.’ for
objective value. ’N’ represents the number of runs from which the average (µ) and standard deviation (σ) is taken.

Case
Shift

(days)

PH-R (N = 10) PH-I (N = 10) MH (N = 10)

obj. c.t. (sec) obj. c.t. (sec) obj. c.t. (sec)

µ σ best µ σ µ σ best µ σ µ σ best µ σ

1 -2 40.87 2.78 36.67 0.08 0.08 34.32 0.00 34.32 0.76 0.87 20.07 1.75 18.00 452.07 193.67
2 -1 28.40 1.26 27.00 0.02 0.01 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.11 0.02 17.00 0.94 16.00 280.53 98.62
3 0 29.20 1.69 26.00 0.02 0.01 19.00 0.00 19.00 0.09 0.01 17.00 0.82 16.00 310.49 154.12
4 +1 27.40 1.51 25.00 0.01 0.00 19.00 0.00 19.00 0.10 0.01 17.30 1.16 15.00 251.68 98.42
5 +2 27.60 1.84 24.00 0.01 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.12 0.02 17.00 0.47 16.00 280.53 55.73

Table 23: Results of varying the deadlines of the jobs in base case 2. ’c.t.’ stands for computational time. ’obj.’ for
objective value. ’N’ represents the number of runs from which the average (µ) and standard deviation (σ) is taken.

Case
Shift

(days)

PH-R (N = 10) PH-I (N = 10) MH (N = 10)

obj. c.t. (sec) obj. c.t. (sec) obj. c.t. (sec)

µ σ best µ σ µ σ best µ σ µ σ best µ σ

1 -14 307.19 11.04 280.48 0.23 0.19 273.36 0.00 273.36 1.08 0.97 110.80 7.11 99.12 3635.75 20.58
2 -7 99.90 3.25 95.00 0.08 0.02 79.00 0.00 79.00 0.31 0.02 69.50 1.96 67.00 2771.41 973.49
3 0 79.90 2.51 76.00 0.07 0.02 68.00 0.00 68.00 0.19 0.02 59.50 2.17 56.00 2941.53 866.83
4 +7 89.60 2.50 85.00 0.07 0.01 69.00 0.00 69.00 0.28 0.02 62.90 2.02 60.00 3591.52 72.78
5 +14 87.80 3.36 83.00 0.07 0.03 70.00 0.00 70.00 0.28 0.04 65.00 3.30 58.00 2956.90 819.73
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D. Results of determining the impact of the multi-objective function

This appendix presents the tables associated with the analysis on determining the impact of the
multi-objective function. Table 24 presents the data which is graphically shown in Figure 15 while Table
25 presents the data related to Figure 16.

Table 24: Results of varying the weights for base case 1. ’c.t.’ stands for computational time. ’obj.’ for objective value.
’N’ represents the number of runs from which the average (µ) and standard deviation (σ) is taken.

Case ws wd

PH-R (N = 10) PH-I (N = 10) MH (N = 10)

obj. c.t. (sec) obj. c.t. (sec) obj. c.t. (sec)

µ σ best µ σ µ σ best µ σ µ σ best µ σ

1 0 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 148.82 11.83
2 1 1 28.50 1.84 26.00 0.02 0.01 19.00 0.00 19.00 0.11 0.01 17.30 0.67 16.00 236.76 62.92
3 1 0 27.70 3.53 22.00 0.01 0.00 19.00 0.00 19.00 0.09 0.02 10.40 0.52 10.00 193.70 47.93

Table 25: Results of varying the weights for base case 2. ’c.t.’ stands for computational time. ’obj.’ for objective value.
’N’ represents the number of runs from which the average (µ) and standard deviation (σ) is taken.

Case ws wd

PH-R (N = 10) PH-I (N = 10) MH (N = 10)

obj. c.t. (sec) obj. c.t. (sec) obj. c.t. (sec)

µ σ best µ σ µ σ best µ σ µ σ best µ σ

1 0 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.94 0.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 257.81 11.01
2 1 1 81.20 2.10 78.00 0.07 0.02 68.00 0.00 68.00 0.19 0.02 59.60 1.71 56.00 2607.93 791.21
3 1 0 81.10 1.60 78.00 0.06 0.02 68.00 0.00 68.00 0.18 0.03 57.30 2.67 52.00 2839.87 667.21
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